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Introduction: The women around menopause are prone to musculoskeletal problem due 

to hormonal changes. The prevalence of musculoskeletal complain among menopausal 

women is estimated to be within 53.5% to 85%. The advancing age of postmenopausal 

women makes them more vulnerable toward musculoskeletal complain.  

Objective: The major objective of the study was to identify common musculoskeletal 

complains among menopausal women. The specific objective was to identify common 

musculoskeletal diagnosis in menopausal women, association between musculoskeletal 

complain and menopausal status, factor associated with severity of musculoskeletal pain. 

Methods: A cross-sectional study was carried out among 134 respondent of age range 40 

to 60 years. The menopausal status was determined using STRAW. The semi-structured 

questionnaire adapted from Nordic Musculoskeletal questionnaire was used for collecting 

data. 

Results: The most common complain among respondent were LBP (39%), knee pain 

(22%), neck pain (16%) and shoulder pain (9%). Similarly, postmenopausal women also 

had same pattern of pain in low back, knee, neck and shoulder with prevalence of 37.7%, 

24.6%, 14.8% and 11.5% respectively. The most common diagnosis was spondylosis for 

low back pain and neck pain, osteoarthritis for knee pain and frozen shoulder for shoulder 

pain. The musculoskeletal complain at different site of body was associated with 

osteoporosis risk, exercise status and sunlight exposure but was not associated with 

menopausal status. The obese women were more likely to have shoulder pain and knee 

pain. The severity of musculoskeletal pain was associated with comorbid condition, 

menopausal status, depressed mood due to pain.  

Conclusion: Although musculoskeletal complain in different part of body in menopausal 

women was not associated with menopausal status, the severity of pain increases with 

menopausal transition. The special attention should be given towards the menopausal status 

if the women is at this phase of midlife as menopausal status is associated with severity of 

pain 

 Keywords: Menopause, Musculoskeletal complain, Menopausal status. 

ABSTRACT 
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1.1 Introduction 

The women during their reproductive age are at low risk of musculoskeletal (MSK) 

disorder. However, with cessation of reproductive age and beginning of menopause 

marking the loss of ovarian function, women have shown high prevalence of MSK 

disorder which continues to increase throughout the postmenopausal period (Stevenson, 

2011). Menopause is the natural biological phenomenon in the women’s life marked by 

entering to new phase of life after the end of women’s reproductive age. Menopause is 

the stage when menstrual cycle stops permanently for more than 12 months and level 

of estrogen and progesterone drops which are the most important hormones in female 

body (WHO, 1996).   

The natural decline in estrogen during this phase ultimately hampers MSK system by 

increasing visceral fat mass, decreasing bone mass density, muscles strength (Maltais, 

Desroches, & Dionne, 2009). The rapid decrease in muscle strength and mass in women 

occurs at earlier age than in men at the time of menopause (Lindle et al., 1997). 

Menopause either natural or induced has been always associated with arthralgia, body 

aches and pain, diffuse MSK pain and poor sleep (Alexander et al., 2007). 

MSK (MSK) system constitutes of bone, muscle, cartilage, tendons, ligaments and 

other connective tissues which aids normal physical functioning by providing support, 

stability and movement to body. MSK disorder and complains are diverse group of 

condition affecting these structures and are associated with pain and impaired function 

(Woolf, 2016). MSK disorders usually affects both gender but the study has shown 

higher prevalence in female than male along with chronic MSK conditions (Tosi, 

Boyan, & Boskey, 2005).  

The women have comparatively stressful ageing process than man as they have to face 

several menopausal symptoms including MSK problem during the menopausal 

transition and are even more vulnerable to long term health problems like 

cardiovascular disease, osteoporosis, fractures, etc. (Morrison, Brinton, Schmidt, & 

Gore, 2006; Shakhatre, & Mas'ad, 2006).  

CHAPTER I                                                                              INTRODUCTION 
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MSK condition is the second most common cause of disability worldwide measured by 

Years Lived with Disability (YLD) and it was estimated to have increase by 45% from 

1990 to 2010 (Vos et al., 2012). About 17% of disability among postmenopausal 

women is occurred by MSK disorder (Van et al., 2015) and around 50 to 80% of women 

reports menopausal symptoms such as psychological symptoms (depression, irritable, 

anxious, exhausted), somatic symptoms (sweating, cardiac complaints, sleeping 

disorders, joint and muscle complains) and urogenital symptoms (sexual problems, 

urinary complaints, vaginal dryness) which are principal determinants of reduced 

health-related Quality of Life (QOL) detected soon after onset of menopause (Jenabi et 

al., 2015; Kalarhoudi et al., 2011). Around 20% of the women suffer from severe 

menopausal symptoms, 60% suffer from mild symptoms and 20% may have no 

symptoms at all (Vaze & Joshi, 2010).  

The middle-aged women are more prone to get MSK symptoms around their 

menopausal period which has a significant effect on health-related QOL (Braden et al., 

2012). The chronic pain in women is more prevalent than men and increases with the 

increase in age (Braden et al., 2008).  The prevalence rate of MSK complain among 

menopausal women is estimated to be within 53.5% to 85% with variation in the type 

of pain (Wong, 2016).  

The marked decline of estrogen, progesterone, Dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA) and 

other hormonal changes contributes to change in muscle mass, muscle strength and 

bone mineral density. The decreased estrogen receptor in type II muscle fibers and 

increased intramuscular fat make menopausal women prone to MSK disorder. Also, 

changes in muscle strength due to decreased motor units, type II muscle fibers, calcium 

release from sarcoplasmic reticulum and decreased ability to recruit all motor units 

leads to decreased isometric strength, insulin sensitivity, decreased functional 

performance and increased risk of fall (Maltais et al., 2009). There is also a growing 

evidence that along with these structures connective tissue is also affected and 

menopause introduces non-age-dependent variables in all loss of connective tissue, 

muscle bulk and power (Calleja & Brincat, 2014). 

In addition, these decreased estrogen level also declines aerobic fitness, increase weight 

gain and incidences of coronary heart disease which is also the leading cause of death 

among postmenopausal women (Goodman & Kirwan, 2001). The effect of ageing just 
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after the onset of menopause starts appearing in physically inactive women and 

postmenopausal women should be prepared for it so as to become independent for 

functional activities to ensure a good QOL. The studies have shown that exercise 

training aids postmenopausal women to preserve functional capacity when approaching 

old age (Asikainen, Kukkonen-Harjula, & Miilunpalo, 2004). The maintenance of good 

muscle strength through tailored exercise prevents fragility fracture and lessen the 

burden of osteoporosis in postmenopausal women (Sirola & Rikkonen, 2005). 

The majority of MSK pain is found in neck, lumbar region, hip and knee and most of 

these conditions are left over to be developed as chronic pain or recurrent MSK pain 

even beyond the menopausal period (Braden et al., 2012) imposing the great burden to 

individual, family and society as well. Though MSK disorders comprise of various 

condition depending on their pathophysiology, they are linked anatomically with their 

common complain of pain and impaired physical function. The women in menopausal 

stage are even more prone to suffer from these complain due to decreased level of 

estrogen, ageing factor and lifestyle factor such as lack of physical activity, no exposure 

to sunlight and obesity (Woolf, 2000). 

The middle aged and menopausal women experience various disorders which leads to 

disability and death thereby hampering QOL. MSK disorder is present at the top list of 

disabling disease presented by DALY and for YLD for women at postmenopausal 

period and has not changed since 1990 although order of disease along with cancer, 

cardiovascular diseases, diabetes, chronic obstructive pulmonary diseases, depression 

has changed (Van et al., 2015). 

The age of natural menopause occurs between 45 to 55 years for the women worldwide 

and it is seen that women spend significant time in postmenopausal period average life 

expectancy for female being 73.5 years (Dasgupta & Ray, 2009). The menopausal age 

of women in Bangladesh is 51.14 years like those of developing countries (Rahman et 

al., 2011) and life expectancy of women is 73.1 years spending their 1/3rd life in post-

menopausal phase due to increased life expectancy and also QOL is being affected by 

old age-related problems though traditionally menopause was synonymous to end to 

women life (Yum & Kim, 2014).  

Menopausal health is the most neglected area in developing countries and women are 

not at all aware about transition affecting their health. Likewise, much attention isn’t 
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given towards it until it becomes serious matter due to ignorance in health and cultural 

taboo (Gyawali et al., 2016). It has been estimated that 75% of postmenopausal women 

in developing countries experience severe symptoms including MSK problem, which 

causes discomfort and life disruption (Tandon, 2010). 
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1.2.Justification of the study: 

The special consideration towards women’s health is important in all stages of life 

especially in developing countries like south Asian countries where it has been 

neglected. The differences in anatomy, physiology, hormonal system and societal 

responsibilities and duties in women makes them vulnerable to certain injuries like 

MSK disorders. The hormone levels among women generally bring out several physical 

infirmities which has not been the interest of research on women health (Mishra, 2011). 

The prevalence of MSK complains among women during midlife is higher than that of 

male population. It increases markedly over the duration of 1/3rd of life at 

postmenopausal due to increased life expectancy and advancing age (WHO, 2000).  

Moreover, chronic disability caused by it tends to remain throughout the life and MSK 

condition is the main cause of disability among menopausal women affecting social 

function, mental function, activities of daily living and further deteriorating their QOL. 

The loss of functional muscle motor units and decreased bone mineral density make 

them more vulnerable to MSK disorders ranging from silent unnoticed vertebral 

compression fracture to life-threatening fracture at hip (Sinaki, 1998).  

The numerous studies have shown association between menopausal phase and 

menopausal symptoms like vasomotor symptoms, depression, sleep disorder, etc. But 

the gap in the research regarding MSK complains (joint and muscle pain in different 

anatomical site like spine and peripheral joints, discomfort, aches) has been found 

inspite of its higher prevalence during this phase of life (Cray, Woods, & Mitchell, 

2010). 

Postmenopausal women have difficulty in facing the pathological health issues due to 

physiological changes in their body and directly affect their ageing process. These MSK 

problems in this phase are not life threatening but are self-limiting and leads to 

disability affecting their daily activities and health related QOL in some forms. This 

illustrates the importance of health promoting lifestyle patterns and psychological 

preparedness to face these changes and awareness of these changes helps them to cope 

with it (Noroozi et al., 2013). The main objective of rehabilitation is to prevent these 

sorts of MSK complain along with its management. 
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1.3 Research Question 

What are the common musculoskeletal complains among menopausal women? 
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1.2 Operational definition 

Menopause 

Menopause is the natural physiological process which occurs when the menstruation 

cycle ends permanently either naturally or induced. 

Age at menopause 

Age at menopause is considered as the age at which permanent cessation of 

menstruation cycle occurs. 

Premenopause 

Premenopause is the phase of menopause where minor changes in length of menstrual 

cycle occurs before the beginning phase of the perimenopause.  

Perimenopause 

Perimenopause is the phase of menopause during which increased irregularity in 

menstruation cycle keeps occurring for the duration of 12 month before the permanent 

cessation of menstruation cycle. 

Postmenopause 

Postmenopause is the phase of menopause which is recognized by permanent cessation 

in menstrual bleeding for duration of past 12 months.  

Musculoskeletal disorders  

Musculoskeletal disorders are wide range of health problems associated with the 

locomotion apparatus i.e. muscles, tendons, bony skeletons, cartilages, ligaments, and 

nerves. They cover all type of complains from slight discomfort to irreversible and 

incapacitating injuries (WHO, 2004). 

Musculoskeletal complains 

Musculoskeletal complains is the way to express the individual’s suffering of pain or 

other symptoms of discomfort associated to wide range of disorder associated to 

muscle, bones, joints, ligaments, soft tissues, etc. 
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Estrogen 

Estrogen is the hormone produced by ovarian follicle in female which is important to 

regulate muscle energy metabolism, balance bone resorption and formation, maintain 

function of cartilage and connective tissue, maintain muscle bulk and strength. 

Betel leaf Consumption 

Betel leaf consumption is consumption of leaf of betel pepper and lime chewed for its 

psycho-stimulating effect. Approximately 200 million person chew betel regularly in 

South Asia. 

Body Mass Index 

Body Mass Index is the measure of body fat that is the ratio of the weight of body in 

kilograms to the square of its height in meters. 
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Menopause and Musculoskeletal system 

The natural decline of estrogen level during menopause accelerates loss of muscle mass 

(sarcopenia), strength and bone mass density making them weaker by the age of 65 year 

on comparison to men at aged 85 year (Morley, Baumgartner, Roubenoff Mayer, & 

Nair, 2001). Ageing is also associated with natural decline in physiological functions 

including loss of bone density, muscle mass and strength. (Roubenoff & Hughes, 2000). 

The natural decline of estrogen occurs around age of 51 in Canada and life expectancy 

is higher for men (73years) compared to female (80years) spending around 30 years 

with decreased QOL in post-menopausal state. The women are at higher risk of health 

problem due to increased life expectancy. Therefore, the study has shifted to 

postmenopausal due to this factor and researcher are interested to know about effect of 

estrogen decline in women’s physical health and function.  

The higher incidence of MSK complain among the menopausal women may be due to 

gradual decline of estrogen which lead to MSK changes like loss of skeletal muscle 

mass and muscle weakness thereby resulting in joint and muscle pain (Lautenbach & 

Petri, 1999). The estrogen receptors are present in synovial tissues which plays 

important role in cartilage homeostasis (Cutolo et al., 1993). The deficiency of estrogen 

is contributing factor for loss of collagen from skin which causes skin thinning, urethra 

causing urinary incontinence and ligaments and soft tissues causing MSK pain 

(Whitehead & Godfree, 1992).  

Sarcopenia occurs due to decreased rate of synthesis of myosin heavy chain protein 

which is major anabolic protein (Morley et al., 2001). The study by Rolland et al. (2007) 

found that there is decreased muscle mass of 0.6% per year occurs after menopause and 

lean body mass also decreases significantly in 1st 3 years of menopause due to decreased 

level of total body potassium ((Aloia, McGowan, Vaswani, Ross, & Cohn, 1991). The 

prevalence of sarcopenia was found to be 24% in healthy independent postmenopausal 

women and 15% in men.  

Postmenopausal women are likely to have 2 times more amount of non-contractile 

protein such as intramuscular fat per cross-section of muscle on compared to women 

CHAPTER II                                                                   LITERATURE REVIEW 
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who were not in postmenopausal state (Jubrias, Odderson, Esselman, & Conley, 2007). 

Thus, women who are not at HRT are at higher chance of storing intramuscular fat and 

do not have ability to oxidize it (Maltais et al., 2016). The studies have shown that 

physical exercise, especially focused on resistance training helps to maintain muscle 

mass and thereby reduce intramuscular fat (Hughes, Frontera, Roubenoff, Evans, & 

Singh, 2002). The women with Vitamin D deficiency has shown atrophy of type II 

muscle fibers thereby increasing the risk of fall (Pfeifer et al., 2000).  

The loss of muscle strength comes along with the loss of muscle mass (Carville et al., 

2005). The studies have shown a correlation between muscle strength and blood 

estrogen level though mechanism behind it is not clear (Cauley, Gutai, Kuller, 

LeDonne, & Powell, 1999). Wilk et al. (2008) found estrogen receptors on muscle 

fibers among postmenopausal women are very few in number compared to other 

women, men and children.  

Normally, during the process of ageing, there is atrophy and denervation of type II 

fibers and it is re-innervated by axons of type I fiber which make aged people weaker 

and slower (Morley, 2001). Widrick et al. (2003) found that the cross-sectional area of 

type I muscle fiber larger in area than those of type II fiber in postmenopausal women 

independent of HRT. The decline in type II muscle fibers that are necessary to produce 

fast and strong contraction without fatigue makes them disabled in completing task of 

daily living. The decline in postural muscles fiber leads to postural instability and they 

require high velocity strength to protect themselves from fall which is most important 

predictor of fracture (Stel et al., 2004).  

Delnono et al. (2005) reported that there is decline in calcium released by sarcoplasmic 

reticulum which affects the cross-bridge formation. So, all the motor units cannot be 

recruited leading to decrease in force per unit. Pollock et al (1994) had shown 

postmenopausal women engaged in regular resistance training showed higher level of 

muscle mass compared to women in sedentary or endurance training exercise. 

 DHEA is hormone produced by adrenal cortex and also by ovaries. With loss of 

ovarian follicular activity at menopause, adrenal DHEA become major precursor of 

extragonadal production of estrogen and androgen (Labrie, Martel, & Balser, 2011). 

So, DHEA has positive skeletal effect towards BMD in postmenopausal women and it 

can also be converted to estrone in osteoblast (Davis, Panjari, & Stanczyk, 2011). 
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Age of menopause and Life Expectancy  

The health of menopausal women is even more important considering the prevalence 

of various health issues with advancing age and life expectancy of women being 6-8 

years longer than man (Wang et al., 2012). According to Global Burden of Disease 

(GBD) 2010, the difference between life expectancy and healthy life expectancy for 

female is 11.5 years (Salomon et al., 2012). So, due to increased life expectancy, studies 

in women’s health has been shifted to postmenopausal women in 21st century (WHO, 

2000). According to Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation (IHME), Bangladesh, 

it was seen that over the period of 16 years from 1990, the expected life expectancy of 

female has been increased from 61.6 years to 70.4 years whereas observed life 

expectancy has been increased from 58.6 to 75.1 years which is comparatively higher 

than male whose expected and observed life expectancy has been 65.5 and 70.5 years 

respectively at the end of 2016. The age of 60 years is a realistic statistical definition 

for ageing in Asian and Pacific regions, particularly taking into account average 

retirement age, legislation, health conditions and so on. Though age of 60 defines “old 

age” but life expectancies are different in different places and there are many things 

which affect a person's ageing process (Banglapedia, 2015).  

The age of menopause in south Asian countries ranges from 46-49 years (Nisar & 

Sohoo, 2010). However, the meta-analysis of age at menopause concluded that age of 

menopause ranged from 46 to 52 years. It was highest among European, Australian, 

followed by American and was lower among African, Latin American, Asian and 

middle eastern countries (Schoenaker, Jackson, Rowlands, & Mishra, 2014).  

In a study done regarding menopausal symptoms assessment among middle age women 

in Kushtia, Bangladesh, the natural age of menopause was identified as 51.14 years 

(Rahman et al., 2011). The natural age of menopause in Nepal ranged from 46.8- 50 

years in different studies. In cohort study of women aged 40-60, age of menopause was 

48.7 years in Nepal (Paudyal & Nepal, 2014; Ghimire et al., 2015; Rajbhandarai et al., 

2017). In a cross-sectional study done in Odisha, India among100 women of age group 

40-60 years, it was found that mean age of menopause was 44.82. Similarly, in other 

study done in India, Kashmir, mean age of menopause was 49.35 years (Tandon, 

Mahajan, Sharma, & Sharma, 2010). The age of menopause in Turkish study done 

among 321 women was 46.78 ± 4.2 (Hotun & Coskun, 2007).  
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Musculoskeletal complain in menopause 

Also, according to IHME (2016), Low Back Pain (LBP) and neck pain has been ranked 

at first position since 2005 to 2016 as the cause of years lived with disability (YLDs) 

while other MSK complains ranks continuously at the sixth position. Around 17% of 

disability among   women aged 50–69 year during postmenopausal period is caused by 

MSK disorders. The studies have found that MSK complains are commonly reported 

among women during midlife i.e. when menopausal transition occurs (Brown, Mishra 

& Dobson, 2002; Dugan et al., 2006) along with other complains like vasomotor 

symptoms, depression and sleep disturbance which significantly affects health related 

QOL (Freeman et al., 2007). In a systemic review done regarding MSK pain in women 

before and after menopause, all the articles included in review showed increased joint 

and spine pain when women were experiencing menopause or have experienced 

menopause (Kozinoga, Majchrzycki, & Piotrowska, 2015).  

The study done at Turkey showed that among 321 women aged 45-64years, 76% of the 

menopausal women had joint and muscle ache (Hotun & Coskun, 2007). In a study 

done in different geographical area of Nepal among menopausal women, prevalence of 

joint and muscle pain varied from 37% to 87% (Paudyal & Nepal, 2014; Rajbhandarai 

et al., 2017; Ghimire et al., 2015). Nelson et al. (2005) showed that body pain and poor 

general health were found comparatively higher in menopausal women in the detailed 

evidence-based analysis. In Bangladesh 76.20% menopausal women had joint and 

muscular discomfort (Rahman et al., 2011). 

On the study done among midlife women at China, 21% had pain in neck, 33.4% had 

low back pain, 31% had knee pain, 25.6% had pain at other joint. It also showed that 

23.6% had joint stiffness and 21.1% had swelling (Gao, Lin, Wei, Chen, & Wu, 2013). 

Perimenopausal and postmenopausal women frequently suffer from osteoporosis, 

sarcopenia and osteoarthritis (Van et al., 2015). The significant increase in prevalence 

of osteoporosis is associated with sedentary lifestyle, loss of ovarian function and 

changes in the estrogen during post-menopause (Stevenson, 2011). 

In a descriptive cross-sectional study done among 93 climacteric women in Brazil, the 

prevalence of MSK pain was 93% with the greater involvement in spine (71%), 

followed by knees (58%) and shoulders (47%). It also showed that pain was highly 

prevalent in perimenopausal women with the intensity of moderate to intense 
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(Dedicação et al., 2017). The reason behind pain during menopausal period could be 

hormonal alteration i.e. hypo estrogen causing wearing of the cartilage and bone mass 

loss (Hunter & Sambrook, 2000). 

A study done among 310 postmenopausal women in Nigeria found higher prevalence 

of MSK complain like pain, discomfort, ache in the lower extremity (60.97%) and back 

(52.9%). The study also investigated the association of obesity and overweight with the 

MSK pain complain which showed that the lower extremity pain was significantly 

associated with Body Mass Index (BMI). Obese menopausal women had twice the 

MSK complain on comparison with non-obese menopausal women and had 70% higher 

rate of back pain compared with non-obese menopausal women (Ogwumike, Adeniyi, 

& Orogbemi, 2016). 

An observational cohort study done for the period of 3 years among 67,963 

postmenopausal women who had recurrent neck pain, back pain and joint stiffness 

regarding the predictor of MSK pain found that BMI more than 30 and lack of physical 

functioning were associated with the higher intensity of pain (Braden et al., 2012). Over 

the period of 3 year, 40% of those women had worst pain. 

In a cross-sectional study done in Odisha, India among100 women of age group 40-60 

years, 60% had joint pain, 62% had body pain, 28% had numbness of finger and 45% 

had tingling sensation in fingers (Satpathy, 2016). Beside this, the menopausal women 

with breast cancer survivor also reported 75% prevalence of joint pain, general aches, 

pain and 69.4% of muscle stiffness (Cao, 2013). The study shows significant 

association between MSK pain and menopausal status, with post-

menopausal(P<0.0001) women having greater MSK symptoms than those with early 

peri menopausal(P=0.002) and late perimenopausal(P=0.002) in age adjusted analysis 

(Dugan et al., 2006).  

Freeman et al. (2007) in their longitudinal study for 9 years among the women in Penn 

Ovarian Aging Study demonstrated prevalence of aches, joint pain and stiffness 

significantly peaked during perimenopause and association of these symptoms with 

menopausal stage was independent of age. Among them 75% had severe pain and 40% 

had moderate pain. In Australian Longitudinal Study on Women’s Health among age 

45-50 found that approximately 50% of perimenopausal and postmenopausal women 

had back pain or other types of joint pain (Brown, Mishra & Dobson, 2002) 
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When the MSK pain was summarized on the basis of menopausal status, researchers 

found that neck pain, low back pain and knee pain were most common MSK complains 

which was more prevalent in postmenopausal followed by perimenopausal and then by 

premenopausal. The obese group had 1.865 times of joint stiffness on comparison to 

normal weight group. The study also concluded that common MSK complain was low 

back pain and the prevalence was not associated significantly with age. However, neck 

pain was associated with menopausal status and menopause increased pain risk in 

women in midlife (Gao et al., 2013). 

Factors associated with Musculoskeletal complains in menopausal women 

The factors causing MSK disorder can be classified as modifiable and non-modifiable 

factors. The modifiable factors like high BMI, low physical activity, inadequate 

calcium and vitamin D, sedentary lifestyle, osteoporosis risk is best contributor to 

sarcopenia and loss of strength in postmenopausal women. Similarly, non-modifiable 

factors like oxidative sets, inflammation, estrogen and hormone deficiency are 

predictors of MSK complain during postmenopause. The application of exercise and 

consumption of required supplements can minimize loss of muscle muss and strength 

(Maltais et al., 2009). 

The physical exercises like brisk walking, jogging and running provide weight on the 

long bones of body which provides stress on bone and bone mass increases in response 

to weight (Tong, 2013). The study had shown that regular exercise of at least 30 mins 

per day for 3 times a week can significantly reduce symptoms of menopause including 

MSK pain by combating weight gain and bone density loss (Shakila, Sridharan, & 

Thiyagarajan, 2014). 

The menopausal transition is associated with rapid increase in fat mass re-distribution 

from subcutaneous to visceral sites increasing the waist hip ratio in menopausal women 

(Toth, Tchernof, Sites, & Poehlman, 2000). Therefore, these group of women are at 

higher risk of developing cardiovascular and metabolic disease like diabetes on 

comparison to non-obese women (WHO, 2012). BMI is a significant predictor of MSK 

pain especially at neck, low back and knee though the reason is unclear, the knee joint 

might be more affected being a weight bearing joint (Gao et al., 2013). 

Vitamin D has been identified as the contributing factor to prevent from muscle 

weakness and poor MSK health and the prevalence of inadequate Vitamin D is high in 
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post-menopausal women. And it was found that most common factor responsible for 

inadequate vitamin D was limited sun exposure, lack of dietary intake and wintertime 

(Gaugris et al., 2005). The major source of Vitamin D is dependent on sunlight exposure 

which is a natural way and the need for supplementation varies in every individual 

(Baber, Panay & Fenton, 2016).  

Osteoporosis  

1 in 2 women and 1 in 4 men over age 50 will have an osteoporosis-related fracture, 

with 20% mortality rate within 12 months of a hip fracture (bone and joint initiaive). 

The prevalence of osteoarthritis, osteoporosis, joint laxity, ligamentous laxity, adhesive 

capsulitis, disc degeneration was increased in women (Tosi, Boyan, & Boskey, 2005). 

The most common MSK problem that affects menopausal women are osteoarthritis and 

osteoporosis. Both of these cause disabilities and is the major public health problem 

with higher incidence in women on comparison to men and have their onset around or 

after menopause (ESHRE, 2011). The studies have shown increased bone resorption 

immediately after menopause and mentioned the influence of hormonal changes, 

especially ovarian estrogen on bone mineral density (BMD). The depletion of BMD 

begins to accelerate 2-3 years before menopause and ends after 3-4years after 

menopause. The 2% of bone loss occurs annually in period of few years around 

menopause and slows to 1-1.5% per year after that (Recker, Lappe, Davies, & Heaney, 

2000). 

Osteoporosis is an important clinical and public health problem due to its association 

with fracture causing significant morbidity, mortality, health and social care cost 

(O'Neill & Roy, 2005). It is a characterized by low bone mineral density and micro 

architectural deterioration of bone which results in loss of bone strength and increased 

risk of fracture (Raisz, 2005) leading huge burden through the increased morbidity and 

mortality associated with fragility fracture. Osteoporosis is also called as silent bone 

diseases because it is usually asymptomatic and goes unnoticed until and unless it 

causes fracture with minimal trauma that normally doesn’t lead to fracture (Lips & Van 

Schoor, 2005). In some cases, some of the fractures like collapsed vertebrae goes 

unnoticed leading to dowager’s hump whereas sometimes it can cause severe back pain. 

The most common areas of the osteoporotic fractures are wrist, spine, shoulder and hip 

(Popescu et al., 2014). The examination of postmenopausal women should include 
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assessment for acute or chronic back pain with special attention to middle back for 

presence of vertebral fracture as they may go unnoticed (NAMS, 2006). Pelvic fracture 

result from low energy trauma and are major cause of mortality and morbidity (Morris, 

2000). 

Usually, women have smaller and thinner bones on comparison to men and they lose 

about 20% of bone after menopause whereas by age of 65 or 70, men and women loose 

bone mass at the same rate (Bradney et al., 2000). In United States around 30% 

postmenopausal women have osteoporosis and among them 50% suffer from fracture 

during life common site being vertebrae, hip, wrist and proximal femur (McClure, 

Adams, & Dahm, 2005). Postmenopausal women are generally disproportionately 

affected by osteoporosis and fracture rates among women are approximately twice as 

high as men.1 in 2 women over 50 years of age suffers from osteoporosis-related 

fractures with 20% mortality rate within 12 months of a hip fracture (NOF, 2011). 

Besides, non-traumatic vertebral fracture is also of the common manifestation of 

osteoporosis and most of them goes unnoticed and only one-third of them come to 

medical attention (Cooper et al., 1992). These fracture in addition causes postural 

deformities like kyphosis, scoliosis, that induce chronic back pain and disability in 

physical activities, loss of self-esteem and depression (Silverman et al., 2005; 

Borgström et al., 2006).  

Due to current demographic trends, the incidence of osteoporosis and osteoporotic 

fracture is estimated to increase drastically until and unless effective preventive 

measures are implemented (O'Neill & Roy, 2005). Sedentary osteoporotic menopausal 

women had increased intensity of pain and decreased ability to perform activities of 

daily living (Borchers et al., 2005). The comparative study among menopausal women 

with and without osteoporosis has shown that women with osteoporosis has poor MSK 

status which in long term resulted in limitation of daily activities, low back pain, 

increased risk of fall and fracture (Cunha-Henriques et al., 2011). 

The BMD test is the gold standard to confirm osteoporosis and the rate of progression 

on bone mass loss (Fisher et al., 2013). The ordinary X-ray is least accurate for the early 

detection of osteoporosis as it shows the loss of bone mass only in the advanced stage 

and most of the damages has already been occurred. Though it is less accurate, it was 

used for diagnosis in past years either through less dense bone tissue or presence of 
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crush fractures (Peters et al., 2009). Besides, Computed Tomography scans (CT scans) 

and Dual Energy X-ray Absorptiometry scan are also the accurate measures of bone 

density. CT scans uses higher level of radiations (Saravi, 2013) and DEXA scan uses 

special X-ray technique and diagnosis relies on increased risk of having future fracture 

determine by T-score rather than disease diagnosis. T-scores should be reserved for 

diagnostic use in postmenopausal women and men aged 50 years or more (WHO, 2007) 

 

 

Diagnostic Criteria for Osteoporosis and Osteopenia in Postmenopausal Women 

Category BMD derived from DEXA measurement 

Normal Spinal or hip BMD within 1.0 SD below the 

young adult female reference mean (T-score>= -

1.0) 

Low bone mass (Osteopenia) Spinal or hip BMD between 1.0 and 2.5 SDs 

below the young adult female reference mean (T-

score < –1.0 and > –2.5) 

Osteoporosis Spinal or hip BMD ≥ 2.5 SDs below the young 

adult female reference mean (T-score ≤ –2.5) 

Severe/established 

osteoporosis  

BMD ≥ 2.5 SDs below the young adult female 

reference mean and the presence of one or more 

fragility fractures  

(Jeremiah, Unwin, Greenawald, & Casiano, 2015) 

OSTA is simple instrument for calculating risk of osteoporosis specifically developed 

for Asian postmenopausal population by WHO. It is validated and effective, feasible 

screening tool to identify patients with low BMD and risk of sustaining osteoporosis. It 

simply takes account of age and weight of subject. The value ≤ -1 is regarded as high 

risk and those with value > -1 was considered to be having low risk of osteoporosis 

(Koh et al., 2001, Yang et al., 2013). OSTA is simpler instrument and perform as well 

as or better than more complex instrument. It has even been validated for both sex and 

a variety of races (Nayak et al., 2015). If the women are at high risk, they are best 

prescribed for BMD testing. 

The lifestyle factors like cessation of smoking, decreased intake of alcohol, decreased 

caffeine intake, multi-component exercise like strength and balance training, sunlight 

exposure of at least 30 min per day, 5 days per week are considered to be non-

pharmacological treatment for reduction of osteoporosis related fractures (Jeremiah et 

al., 2015). Vitamin D supplementation helps to maintain BMD and also muscle 
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functions, strength, and prevent risk of fall, abnormal gait pattern and balance (Maltais 

et al., 2009). Vitamin D helps to utilize calcium ingested and natural sunlight for 15mins 

without sunscreen is the best source of it (Hasib, 2017). The regular physical exercise 

is most for individual to become physically fit but the care should be taken to avoid 

vigorous high-intensity exercise although it is necessary to stay active in order to 

maintain balance, coordination and reducing risk of fall (Zaki, 2014). The dietary 

reference intake for vitamin D is 800–1000 IU and calcium is 1000-1500mg in the 

postmenopausal period. 

Menopausal Hormone Replacement Therapy  

Hormone Replacement Therapy (HRT) helps to prevent fracture after menopause but 

the initiation of therapy should not be prior 10 years of onset of menopause as benefit 

of hormone therapy are most likely to outweigh any risk and can be considered as first 

line therapy. The benefit and risk calculation should be considered and lowest effective 

dose should be administered (Baber, Panay & Fenton, 2016). Unlike to western 

countries, hormone therapy is not the popular option in Asian countries instead they 

prefer to choose traditional therapies. Apart from cultural and economic reason, 

hormone therapy hasn’t been choice as it is not effective for body aches and shoulder 

stiffness which are major concern in Asian women (Sohail, 2014). In other hand, 

Women Health Initiative Investigators (2002), have reported that HRT can be 

contributing risk factor of heart disease, breast cancer, colorectal cancer, stroke and 

cardiovascular diseases. 

 The women with osteoporosis need to be careful of doing vigorous high impact of 

vigorous high-impact exercise but it is important to stay active as this can help to 

maintain balance and coordination, so reducing the risk of fall (Zaki, 2014). The 

lifestyle modification to adopt healthy lifestyle with balanced diet constituting calcium 

and vitamin D, maintenance of healthy weight, participating in appropriate exercise, 

avoiding alcohol and smoking and preventive measure to prevent fall should be 

considered for postmenopausal women to reduce chances of getting MSK disorders. 

The height and weight monitoring are foremost along with assessment of chronic back 

pain, kyphosis and clinical risk factors (NAMS, 2010). The OSTA index should be 

calculated and for those with high risk BMD should be performed as OSTA only acts 

as screening tool. Although hormonal therapy has positive effect on fracture prevention, 
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considering its adverse effect, the focus should be given on other modifiable risk factors 

as mentioned earlier such as adequate sun exposure. 

Osteoporosis and BMI 

The major modifiable risk factor for osteoporosis leading to osteoporotic fracture is low 

BMI or underweight population whereas high BMI is thought to be protective. But, 

there is no risk ratio of BMI with osteoporosis. The risk ratio is smaller for BMI 

between 25-35 kg/m2, modest for BMI over 22kg/ m2 and risk is considerably high for 

BMI below 22 (Kanis, 2007). Asian women have lower BMI and are of smaller build. 

So, they are more prone to bone density loss (Sohail, 2014) with subsequent fall and 

risk to fracture. 

Degenerative joint disease 

Degenerative joint disease is characterized by progressive loss of articular cartilage 

associated with bone hypertrophy and subchondral bone sclerosis. During menopausal 

transition and postmenopausal period, osteoarthritis of synovial joint and spondylosis 

of invtervertebral disc especially at cervical and lumbar spine are found as most 

common cause of joint pain worldwide. It imposes the major burden to patients, society 

and healthcare systems (Woolf & Pfleger, 2003). 

Osteoarthritis 

Osteoarthritis (OA) is characterized by progressive destruction of cartilages that lines 

the joint, the subchondral bones surfaces, and synovium. Pain, immobility, muscle 

weakness, reduction in function and inability to complete activities of daily 

living(ADLs) are result OA and it is highly prevalent in Knee joint, being a weight 

bearing joint (Newberry, FitzGerald, & SooHoo, 2017). OA is most common form of 

arthritis and its incidence increases after onset of menopause and severity increases to 

rise in postmenopausal years (Stevenson, 2011). Stiffness and pain are very common 

in postmenopausal women but these are no necessarily indicative of radiological 

osteoarthritis (Szoeke et al., 2008) 

The prevalence of osteoarthritis in men and women seemed to be similar till the age of 

50 years. Beyond 50 years, the disorder is more prevalent in women with increased 

severity which suggest that there may be relationship between onset of osteoarthritis 

and the menopause. This statement is further supported by finding that OA is very 
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common in women with hysterectomy (Wluka, Cicuttini, & Spector, 2000). MSK 

disorder has increased disability by 45% from 1990 to 2010 and among them OA, 

characterized by loss of joint cartilage is expected to make women more functionally 

disabled especially in hips and knees due to increased pain with the rise in 

socioeconomic factor like obesity, sedentary lifestyle and ageing (Vos et al., 2012). Due 

to increased life expectancy of women, it is expected that OA will be fourth leading 

cause of disability by 2020 (Woolf & Pfleger, 2003). 14.1% men and 22.8% female 

over 45 years old has shown OA of knee in radiographic studies of United States and 

European population (Valkenburg, 1980) while Hip OA has lesser incidence of 2.3% 

among women aged above 45 years in Swedish survey (Danielsson & Lindberg, 1997). 

The postmenopausal women with OA have difficulty in performing basic activities of 

daily living like bathing, toileting, walking, stair climbing, etc. without assistance and 

it places huge burden on health care system and cost of the country as care taker should 

be assigned along with her (Gabriel & Michaud, 2009). 

Low Back Pain 

The study done by Dugan et al. (2006) among 2218 women, 61% had low back pain. 

Among them it was found that the highest increase in pain symptoms was observed in 

early perimenopausal women while pre-menopausal women were least affected by low 

back pain. There was positive association between increased BMI and intensity of pain 

may be due to mechanical overloading of the spine. The study showed that pain and 

aches are significantly and independently related with post-menopausal status. The 

study shows significant association between MSK pain and menopausal status, with 

post-menopausal(P<0.0001) women having greater MSK symptoms than those with 

early peri menopausal(P=0.002) and late perimenopausal(P=0.002) in age adjusted 

analysis (Dugan et al., 2006). Mitchell & Woods (2010) did study among 540 women 

and found that low back pain increased in the severity as women underwent through 

menopausal transition as 83% of patient among late perimenopausal phase had low 

back pain and at early postmenopause as well. Both of these studies have reported 

statistically significant relationship between menopausal status and low back pain. 

The longitudinal study was done by Szoeke et al. (2008) among Australian women of 

age group 45-55 years who were at premenopausal state. During the duration of 8 years 

of study, most of women went through perimenopausal to postmenopausal and the 
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prevalence of back pain ranked to 59% from the baseline 44% showing association of 

pain with menopausal transition (P< 0.05) and also increased BMI, employment status 

was associated with severity and frequency of MSK pain. The study done among 78 

postmenopausal women hospitalized with spine pain. it showed that women who were 

in in postmenopausal period with low BMD had higher incidence of MSK pain there 

was no significant association between BMI and incidence of back pain (Park et al., 

2010). 

The frequently occurring MSK complain which begin at menopausal transition, 

regardless of severity will result in long term health issue like different disabilities 

including osteoporosis. The osteoporosis increases the risk of bone fracture in 

postmenopausal women as increased bone resorption and rapid loss of bone mass 

occurs due to decreased estrogen level (NAMS, 2010; Stevenson & Marsh, 2007). The 

lifetime osteoporotic fracture is very high (40-50%) for women than those of men (13-

22%). Among them hip fracture is most severe as only 50% of them will be able to 

walk with walking aids at home and 20-30% die within 12 months. Spine fracture are 

associated with 20-30% mortality after 5 years. 50% of postmenopausal women have 

impaired functional mobility after distal forearm fractures (Stevenson, 2006; Johnell & 

Kanis, 2005; Kanis et al., 2008) 

The decreased muscle fibers contributing to decreased muscle strength leads to long 

term effect of MSK complains among postmenopausal women. The decline in power 

output ultimately results in falls and prone to fracture as they require high power 

generation to maintain stability. They are not able to perform functional activities 

hampering their QOL (Maltias et al., 2009). 
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3.2 Study objectives 

3.2.1 General Objective 

• To identify the common musculoskeletal complains among menopausal 

women. 

3.2.2 Specific Objectives: 

• To explore socio-demographic characteristics of respondent. 

• To identify age of natural menopause. 

• To identify association between musculoskeletal complain and 

menopausal status. 

• To identify most common musculoskeletal diagnosis in menopausal 

women. 

• To identify factors associated with musculoskeletal pain of 

postmenopausal women. 

• To assess association between menopausal status and severity of pain. 

• To identify factors associated with severity of pain. 
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3.3 Study Design 

The study was done using quantitative, nonexperimental cross-sectional design to 

identify MSK complains among menopausal women. Researcher used this method as 

it is effective design to collect quantitative information about different variable that 

comes into the study to meet the objective of the study (Labaree, 2009). This study 

design best suited with the research question of this study. 

3.4 Study population 

The study population was women in menopausal phase who attended MSK department 

of CRP, Savar, Dhaka for treatment within age group 40 to 60 years.  

3.5 Study Site 

The study site was MSK department of CRP, Savar, Dhaka. 

3.6 Study Period 

The study extended from December 2017 to May 2018 for period of six months. 

3.7 Sample size  

The sample size was determined according to following criteria: 

76.20% prevalence of muscle and joint discomfort among menopausal women in 

Bangladesh (Rahman et al., 2011) was used. The confidence interval was 95% and 5% 

error level. The formula used for sample size determination was as below: 

Sample size= z2p(1-p) / d2 

  z = 1.96 (statistic for a level of confidence of 95%,) 

p = 0.762 (76.20% prevalence) 

d = 0.05(precision of 5%) 

n= (1.96)2*0.762(1.0.762) / (0.05)2 

n=278 

The estimated sample size was 278 to conduct study. However, due to time constraint 

the total sample size collected was 134. 
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3.8 Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria: 

 3.8.1 Inclusion Criteria 

• Women with natural menopausal transition. 

• Women of age group 40-60. 

• Women with intact uterus and at least one intact ovary. 

• Any MSK problem. 

3.8.2 Exclusion Criteria 

• Women not willing to participate. 

• Current Pregnancy or breastfeeding women. 

• Women with polycystic ovary syndrome. 

• Chronic illness undergoing chemotherapy  

• Surgical induced menopause like hysterectomy. (Harlow et al., 2012) 

• Medically unstable patient, HIV-AIDS. 

• Severe neurological disorder. 

• Women with cognitive impairment and hearing impairment. 

3.9. Sampling Techniques 

A convenience sampling technique was used to select the sample. It is a non-probability 

sampling technique where a sample is taken according to convenience of researcher 

according to inclusion and exclusion criteria set by the researcher. It was taken as choice 

of sampling technique as researcher was facilitated through this technique due to time 

constraint and cost limitation. 

3.10 Data Collection Tools/ Materials 

The researcher developed semi-structured questionnaire in light of objectives in English 

language according to context of Bangladesh. The questionnaire was based on literature 

review regarding MSK complains among menopausal women. The developed 

questionnaire was divided into four parts based on literature. The first part of 

questionnaire constituted socio-demographic information of respondent, second part 

constituted information on health-related factors like betel leaf consumption, sunlight 

exposures, BMI, osteoporosis risk, co-morbidities and exercise status. The third part 
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constituted information on reproductive parameter such as age of menopause, parity, 

menopausal status on the basis of STRAW classification. The fourth part constituted of 

MSK complain questionnaires such as body part affected, pattern, type, severity of pain 

using VAS Scale. Other tools used in this study were weight measurement machine, 

measurement tapes, data collection sheets along with questionnaires, pen, logbook etc. 

Standardized Nordic Musculoskeletal Questionnaire 

The assessment of MSK symptoms was done with Standardized Nordic MSK 

Questionnaire. It assesses 7 day and 12-month prevalence and patterns of MSK 

complain, pain, discomfort in nine sites of body namely neck, shoulder, upper back, 

low back, wrist/hands, hips/thighs, knees, and ankles/feet. The body chart from Nordic 

MSK Questionnaire was used to identify the body part being affected (Kuorinka et al., 

1987). It is useful for screening MSK problem in different site of body. It has excellent 

internal consistency with Cronbach’s alpha=0.896. 

Osteoporosis Self-Assessment Tool for Asian (OSTA) 

The osteoporosis risk was calculated on the basis of Osteoporosis Self-Assessment Tool 

for Asian (OSTA) index. It is simple and effective tool for osteoporosis risk calculation 

established by WHO using a multinational Asian cohort taking into account of age and 

weight of the subject. It was developed for postmenopausal women and later translated 

and validated for European and North American white women. OSTA was calculated 

on basis of formula: [(body weight in kg – age in years) * 0.2] and obtained value was 

rounded to close integer. The value ≤ -1 is regarded as high risk and those with value > 

-1 was considered to be having low risk of osteoporosis (Koh et al., 2001, Yang et al., 

2013). The sensitivity of OSTA was 43% and specificity was 97%. OSTA is simpler 

instrument and perform as well as or better than more complex instrument. It has even 

been validated for both sex and a variety of races (Nayak et al., 2015). 

Stages of Reproductive Aging Workshop (STRAW) 

The STRAW model uses self-reported menstrual bleeding pattern instead of using age 

as criterion for determining menopausal stage. The respondent was identified as 

premenopause if they had minor changes in cycle length particularly decreased length 
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of cycle. Early perimenopause had increased irregularity in menstrual bleeding in last 

3 months, late perimenopause had increased irregularity in menstrual bleeding in in last 

12 months. Women were considered in postmenopause if they had no menstrual 

bleeding in past 12 months (Harlow et al., 2012). The women in early perimenopause 

and late perimenopause were grouped together as perimenopausal stage. 

Visual Analog Scale (VAS) 

VAS is single item unidimensional measure of pain intensity. It is continuous scale 

usually 10cm in length, anchored by 2 verbal description, where 0 is “no pain” and 10 

is “worst imaginable pain”. the cut points on the VAS have been recommended as 

follows: (0-4 mm) = no pain, (5-44mm) = mild pain, (45-74mm) = moderate pain and 

(75-100mm) = severe pain. Test-retest reliability of VAS scale is higher among literate 

(r=0.94, P<0.001) than illiterate patients (r=0.94, P<0.001).  

3.11 Data Collection Technique 

The English version of questionnaire was translated to Bangla script language by two 

different people as a process of forward translation who had good English proficiency 

and also were medical professionals. Then, two set of translated questionnaires was 

cross-examined by another medical professionals with good English proficiency and 

translated back to English as a process of backward translation to validate that original 

meaning of the questionnaire was maintained in translation. The pilot study was done 

among 10 women under inclusion and exclusion criteria to validate the translated 

questionnaires. It was observed from pilot study that respondent had difficulty in 

answering question when it was self-administered. So, in order to minimize these 

difficulties, face-to-face interview was carried out rather than using self-administered. 

From pilot study, necessary correction was made and it was ensured that there were no 

any doubled meaning questions, ambiguous questions that could confuse respondent 

and mislead the response. 

The researcher started data collection after approval of study from Institutional Review 

Board of Bangladesh Health Professions Institute (BHPI) and Dhaka University. The 

purpose of study along with information sheet was explained to eligible respondent 

briefly. The permission was also take from the department of physiotherapy, CRP for 
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data collection. The respondent was asked for verbal consent followed by signature in 

consent form to ensure voluntary participation. The researcher collected through face 

to face interview administering the developed questionnaire rather than self-

administered respond. All the women were interviewed in Bengali language and the 

questions that were not understood were clearly explained to respondent to ensure the 

right answer. The respondent was assured about privacy and confidentiality.  

3.12 Data Management and Statistical Analysis 

The data was stored and quality control check was done for accuracy, utility and 

completeness after completion of data collection. The errors, incompleteness and 

inconsistencies in data affecting the final results were excluded. All the data was 

scientifically and systematically stored for future and to avoid any missing and misuse 

of data. The collected data was reviewed, recorded and entered in Statistical Package 

for Social Science (SPSS) version 16. The data analysis was done using SPSS. The 

large data were recoded into simplified data for easy analysis. For example, salary was 

recoded into range to get concrete results. The reliability test of questionnaire was done 

in SPSS to ensure internal validity. 

The continuous data was analyzed using descriptive statistics and presented in means, 

standard deviation, etc. and categorical data were presented in forms of percentage of 

distribution and were used to generate tabulated reports, charts, distribution, descriptive 

statistics. The descriptive statistics was used to attain research objective. The chi-square 

test of independence was used to find degree of association between different variables 

was also determined through SPSS. A p value of <0.05 was considered as significant 

Equation of chi-square test 

Χ2 = Σ (O-E)2 

             E 

 

Here,   O= Observed Frequency 

 E=Expected Frequency 
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The variables thought to be significant predictor of MSK complains according to body 

part affected were analyzed using binary logistic regression and association was 

checked using odds ratio and p-value. A P-value less than 0.05 was considered 

statistically significant. 

3.13 Quality control and Quality Assurance 

The study was cross sectional study conducted at MSK department of CRP for the 

period of 6 months. The prepared questionnaire was adapted from Standardized Nordic 

MSK Questionnaire, VAS Scale, and STRAW classification. To ensure and improve 

quality of study, the questionnaire was translated to national Bangla language 

following the standard procedure of linguistic validation according to WHO guideline. 

The two medical persons fluent in both language was assigned for forward translation. 

They prepared two translated version of questionnaire and another medical 

professional with good English proficiency who had not seen original questionnaire 

was appointed for backward translation. Then, the final version of translated 

questionnaire in Bangla language was used. 

The pilot study was conducted among 10 respondents to ensure face validity of 

questionnaire at MSK department of CRP and they were not included in final analysis 

of data. After reviewing the result of pilot study, necessary correction was made in 

prepared questionnaire according to requirement. The data was checked for missed 

responses and those were excluded. The data was reviewed, recorded and entered in 

SPSS in order to reduced human errors that were likely to occur while entering and 

analyzing the collected data. The questionnaire that has been responded were kept 

safely. 

This was cross-sectional study conducted at MSK department of CRP. During 6-month 

study duration, the postmenopausal women was selected on the basis of inclusion and 

exclusion criteria, informed consent was taken for power of 95% and a significance 

level of 0.05. Then meeting and discussion regarding research methodology, sample 

collection, literature was done with supervisor. The progression regarding data 

collection and any problem encountered was informed to supervisor. The discussion 

regarding thesis result and discussion was done. 
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3.14 Ethical Consideration 

The study was conducted following the standard WHO guidelines of ethical 

consideration and Bangladesh. The ethical approval for research was taken from 

Institutional Review Board of BHPI. The informed consent as well as questionnaires in 

both Bengali and English language were submitted along the proposal and it was 

followed by formal written permission from ethical committee. The permission for data 

collection was received from physiotherapy department of CRP, Savar. The aim of 

study was explained to each responded and data collection was collected only after 

receival of verbal and written consent. Along with consent form, information sheet was 

also signed by responded which consisted of information regarding study and its 

objectives. The participant had their own choice of decision whether or not to 

participate in study. The confidentiality of data was maintained, the study was protected 

by the law “right to privacy” which prevents researcher from disclosing any direct 

information about respondent of the research.  The respondent had autonomy to respond 

to each question and there was no physical or mental assault to respondents. The 

participants had liberty to leave from the study any time. The researcher was aware of 

doing no harm to the participants in any way. 
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4.1.Socio-demographic Characteristic of Respondent 

Age of the Respondent 

The mean age of the participant was 49.49± 6.02 SD. 36% (n=48) of the respondent 

were aged 46-50 years with modal age of 50 years and age group 51-60 years had least 

respondent of 16% (n=22). 

 
Figure 1: Age of the respondents 

 

Marital Status of Respondent 

76% (n=102) of the respondent were married, 22% (n=29) were widowed and 0.7% 

(n=1) of respondent were unmarried and 1% (n=2) were divorced in the study. 

 

Figure 2: Marital status of the respondent 
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Educational Level of Respondent 

The study showed that out of 134 respondents, 30% (n=40) were illiterate, 34.3% 

(n=46) of the respondent had acquired education till secondary level whereas only 

13.4% (n=18) had studied till higher secondary level and above. 

 
Figure 3: Educational level of respondent 

  

Living Status of the Respondent 

Out of 134 respondents, only 5% (n=7) lived alone while 95%(n=127) of them lived 

with the family. 

 
Figure 4: Living Status of Respondent 
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Occupation of Respondent 

Most of the respondent were housewife 89% (n=119) followed by other occupations 

8% (n=11). 2% (n=2) of them were farmer and 1% (n=1) were teacher and retired 

officers. 

 
Figure 5: Occupation of Respondent 

 

 Religion of the Respondent 

Most of the respondent were Muslim with 93% (n=125), followed by Christians with 

4% (n=5), Hindu with 2% (n=3) and Buddhist with 1% (n=1). 

 
Figure 6: Religion of the Respondent 
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Family Structure of the Respondent 

The study showed that 73.1% (n=98) of the respondent lived in a nuclear family and 

26.9% (n=36) lived in a joint family. 

 

Figure 7: Family Structure of the Respondent 

 

 Monthly Family Income of the Respondent 

The average monthly family income of respondent was 32686.57± 35511.4 SD. The 

maximum number (n=20, 15%) of respondent had income of 10000 and median income 

was 20000. 30% (n=40) had income below 11000,24% had income between 11000-

20000, 13%(n=18) had monthly income in range 21000-30000, 8%(n=10) had income 

31000-40000, 11%(n=15) had income 41000-50000 and 14%(n=19) had income above 

50000. 
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Figure 8: Monthly family income of the respondent 

 

 Source of Income 

Out of 134 respondent, 43.3%(n=53) had source of income as their husband, followed 

by children as source of income with 39.6%(n=53), oneself with 11.2%(n=15) and other 

sources with 6%(n=8). 

 

Figure 9: Source of Income 
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4.2. Health Related Factors 

Betel leaf Consumption 

Among 134 respondents, 47%(n=63) used to consume betel leaf (Paan) while 

53%(n=71) didn’t have such habit. 

 
Figure 10: Betel leaf Consumption 

 

Sunlight exposure 

Among 134 respondent, only 65.7% (n=88) had daily exposure to sunlight whereas 

34.3% (n=46) didn’t have everyday sunlight exposure. 

 
Figure 11: Sunight exposure 
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Calcium supplementation 

Among 134 respondents 56% (n=75) used to take calcium supplementation and 44% 

(n=59) didn’t use to take calcium supplementation. 

 

 
Figure12: Calcium supplementation 

 

Body Mass Index  

The average BMI of the respondent was 25.69±4.5 SD. Out of 134 respondents, 52.2% 

(n=70) women were obese, followed by 24.6% (n=33) were normal weight, 20.9% 

(n=28) were overweight and 2.2% (n=3) were underweight. 

 
Figure 13: Body Mass Index of Respondent 
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Co-morbidities of respondent 

Out of 134 respondent, 65.7% (n=88) had some types of co-morbidities while 34.3% 

(n=46) didn’t have any type of co-morbid conditions. Among them, 54% (n=47) had 

hypertension, 35.6% (n=31) had diabetes, 16.1% (n=14) had respiratory disease, 9.2% 

(n=8) had heart disease and 21.8% (n=19) had other co-morbidities. 

 

 
Figure 14: Co-morbidities of respondent 

 

Exercise Status of Respondent 

The study showed that only 10% (n=13) of women used to do physical exercise whereas 

90% (n=121) of women didn’t do any type of physical exercise. 

 
Figure 15: Exercise Status of Respondent 
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4.3.Reproductive parameter of Respondent 

Age of menopause 

The average age of menopause among 77 menopausal in study population was 45.44 ± 

4.2 SD with age range (35-55). 7% of them had premature menopause i.e. menopause 

before 40 years. 

 

Parity 

The average number of children respondent had was 3.3±1.4 where minimum number 

of children was 0 and maximum number of children was 7. 

 

Distribution of respondent by menopausal status 

Out of 134 respondent, 21.6% (n=29) were in premenopausal status, 20.9% (n=28) were 

in perimenopausal status and 57.5% (n=77) were in postmenopausal status being 

highest number of respondent. 

 

Figure 16: Distribution of respondent by menopausal status 
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Pain before menopause 

Out of 77 menopausal women, only 15.6% (n=12), had MSK complain before 

menopause whereas 84.4% (n=65) women didn’t have any kind of MSK complain 

before menopause in life time. Among them, 83.3% (n=10) had low back pain (LBP) 

and 2.6% (n=2) had knee pain. 

 
Figure 17: Pain before menopause 

 

Risk for Osteoporosis 

The average OSTA score was 2.2± 2.5. Among them 9% (n=12) were at high risk of 

osteoporosis and 91% (n=122) were at low risk of osteoporosis. None of the respondent 

had done confirmatory BMD testing. The mean score of OSTA was 2.2 ± 2.5. 

 
Figure 18: Osteoporosis Risk 
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4.4.Distribution of Musculoskeletal complain by Body Part  

 

Figure 19: Distribution of musculoskeletal complain by body part 

According to body part being affected, the most prevalent MSK complain was low back 

pain with 38.8% (n=80), followed by knee pain with 22.3% (n=46), neck pain with 

16.0% (n=33), shoulder pain 8.7% (n=18), ankle pain with 6.8% (n=14). The complain 

of upper back pain and elbow pain was 1.5% (n=3) and hip was least affected with 0.5% 

(n=1). 
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4.5. Musculoskeletal Complains and Menopausal status 

Table 1: Prevalence of Musculoskeletal complains by menopausal status 

Body 

Complain 

Premenopause 

N=29 

Perimenopaus

e 

N=28 

Post-

menopause 

N=77 

Total 

N=134 

χ 2 df P-

val

ue 

N (%) % N (%) % N (%) % N (%)    

Neck  9(27.3) 

 

22 6(18.2) 14 18(54.5) 14.8 33(16.0)    

Shoulder 1(5.6) 2.4 3(16.7) 7 14(77.8) 11.5 18(8.7)    

Upper 

back  

2(66.6) 4.9 0(0) 0 1(33.3) 0.8 3(1.5)    

Elbow  2(6.9) 4.9 0(0) 0 1(33.3) 0.8 3(1.5) 25

. 

21 

18 0.1

2 

Hand/wris

t  

1(66.6) 2.4 4(50.0) 9.3 3(37.5) 2.5 8(3.9)   

Low back  18(22.5) 43.9 16(20) 37.2 46(57.5) 37.7 80(38.8)    

Hip 0(0) 0 1(100) 2.3 0(0) 0 1(0.5)    

Knee  7(15.2) 17.1 9(19.6) 20.9 30(65.2) 24.6 46(22.3)    

Ankle  1(7.1) 2.4 4(28.6) 9.3 9(64.3) 7.4 14(6.8)    

  

The table 1 shows the prevalence of MSK complains in 9 different parts of the body in 

every menopausal status. The general trend observed was that among all respondent, 

highest prevalence was 38.8%(n=80), 22.3% (n=46), 16% (n=33) and 8.7%(n=18) 

found at low back, knee, neck and shoulder respectively.  

The most common MSK complains in postmenopausal women were complains in low 

back, knee, neck and shoulder with prevalence of 37.7%, 24.6%, 14.8% and 11.5% 

respectively. The prevalence of low back, knee pain, neck pain decreased at 

perimenopausal state on comparison to premenopausal state whereas increased at 

postmenopausal state. But, the prevalence of shoulder pain increased continuously from 

premenopause to perimenopause and perimenopause to post menopause. Out of 80 

women with LBP, 57.5%(n=46) were postmenopausal women followed by 

premenopausal 22.5%(n=18) and perimenopausal women with 20%(n=16). Out of 46 

respondents with knee pain, maximum of them were postmenopausal women i.e. 

65.2%(n=30), followed by perimenopausal with 19.6%(n= 9) and premenopausal with 

15.2%(n=7). Out of 33 women with neck pain, highest prevalence was in menopausal 

women with 54.5%(n=18), followed by premenopausal women with 27.3%(n=9) and 

perimenopausal women with 18.2%(n=6).  
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Association between Musculoskeletal complains and menopausal status  

The table 1 shows the association between complain at each body part with menopausal 

status. The standard chi-square value for 18 df at 5% level of significance is 28.87 and 

the χ2 observed value in above table was 25.21 which is less than standard value at same 

df. According to test P-value in each association was greater than 0.05 which stated that 

this difference was not statistically significant which stated that there is no association 

between MSK complains at each body part and menopausal status, χ2 (18, N=134) = 

25.21, p=0.12). 

4.6. Common musculoskeletal diagnosis among menopausal women 

Table 2: Distribution of common Musculoskeletal diagnosis in each site 

Variables Category All respondent 

N=134 N (%)  

Postmenopause  

N=77 N (%)  

neck  Cervical Spondylosis 24(72.7%) 16(88.9%) 

pain(n=33) PCID 3(9.1%) 0(0%) 

 Postural neck pain 5(15.2%) 2(11.1%) 

 others 1(3%) 0(0%) 

shoulder  Frozen Shoulder 14(73.7%) 11(73.3%) 

pain(n=19) Rotator cuff disorder 4(21.1) 3(20.0%) 

 Others 1(5.3%) 1(6.7%) 

Upper Back  Myofascial Pain 2(66.7%) 1(100%) 

pain (n=3) Postural pain 1(33.3%)  

Elbow Lateral epicondylitis 1(33.3%) 1(100%) 

Pain (n=3) Fracture/Dislocation 1(33.3%) 0(0%) 

 Others 1(33.3%) 0(0%) 

Hand/wrist(n=8) CTS 2(25%) 0(0%) 

 Dequervains 

tensosynovitis 

3(37.5%) 2(66.7%) 

 others 3(37.5%) 1(33.3%) 

LBP (n=80) PLID 16(20%) 10(21.7%) 

 Spondylolisthesis 10(12.5%) 5(10.9%) 

 Lumbar Spondylosis 40(50%) 26(56.5%) 

 others 14(17.5%) 5(10.9%) 

Hip pain (n=1) Osteoarthritis 1 0(0%) 

Knee pain (n=46) Osteoarthritis 39(84.8%) 29(96.7%) 

 Ligament injury 2(4.3%) 0(0%) 

 PFPS 2(4.3%) 0(0%) 

 Others  3(6.5%) 1(3.3%) 

Ankle pain  Plantarfascitis 1(7.1%) 0(0%) 

(n=14) Ankle Sprain 2(14.3%) 2(22.2%) 

 Fracture 1(7.1%) 0(0%) 

 Others 10(71.4%) 7(77.8%) 
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The table 2 shows the major MSK diagnosis among 134 respondent and the diagnosis 

among postmenopausal women. The major diagnosis of neck pain was cervical 

spondylosis (88.9%, n=16) for postmenopausal women and for other (72.7%, n=24) 

respondents as well. The most prevalent shoulder MSK diagnosis was frozen shoulder 

for both postmenopausal women with 73.3%(n=11) and all respondent with 74% 

(n=14). The major diagnosis of upper back pain was myofascial pain for both 

postmenopausal women and all respondent. Lateral epicondylitis was diagnosed in 

postmenopausal women at elbow. Dequeirvans tenosynovitis was most prevalent in 

both the groups in table. Low back pain had highest prevalence in all the menopausal 

status and mostly common diagnosed condition was lumbar spondylosis with 57% 

(n=26) in postmenopausal women and was 50% (n=40) in study population. The knee 

osteoarthritis was most commonly made diagnosis in postmenopausal women with 97% 

(n=29) and in all respondent having knee pain with 85% (n=39). Ankle sprain was most 

prevalent diagnosis made in ankle in both menopausal women and overall respondent. 

 

Musculoskeletal factor associated with menopausal status 

Menopausal Status and pattern of pain 

Most of the menopausal women had asymmetrical pattern of pain with 46.8% (n=36), 

followed by symmetrical pain36.4% (n=28), and only 16.9% (n=13) of them had central 

pain. The menopausal and perimenopausal women had similar pattern of pain. The table 

3 also showed association between pattern of pain and menopausal status. The observed 

chi-square value for 4 df at 5% level of significance was less than standard value for 

same df which means that the association isn’t statistically significant, χ2 (4, N=134) = 

7.88, p=0.09. 

Menopausal Status and Maximum time of pain  

The time of maximum pain for menopausal women was during night with prevalence 

of 55.8% (n=43), followed by morning pain with 24.7% (n=19). During day, 11.7% 

(n=9) had pain and 7.8% (n=6) had pain in the evening.  The perimenopausal women 

had similar type of pain characteristic regarding the time of maximum pain while it is 

slightly different for premenopausal women. The observed χ2 value at showed that the 

association is not statistically significant, χ2 (6, N=134) = 4.71, p=0.58. 
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Menopausal Status and Type of pain   

Among 77 menopausal women, 57.1% (n=44) had continuous type of pain, 37.7% 

(n=29) had intermittent pain, and only 5.2% (n=4) had occasional pain. the 

premenopausal women also had similar type of pain with higher prevalence of 

continuous pain followed by intermittent and occasional pain whereas for 

perimenopausal women, most of them (57.1%) had intermittent pain, followed by 

continuous and occasional pain. The association between these variables was not 

statistically significant at 5% level of significance, χ2 (4, N=134) = 6.18, p=0.18. 

Table 3: Musculoskeletal factor associated with menopausal status 

Categories Premeno

pause 

N=29 

Perimenopau

se 

N=28 

Post-

menopaus

e 

N=77 

χ 2 

val

ue 

d

f 

p-

value 

Pattern of pain 

Symmetrical 6(20.7%) 7(25%) 28(36.4%) 7.88 4 0.09 

Asymmetrical 11(37.9%) 14(50%) 36(46.8%)    

Central 12(41.4%) 7(25%) 13(16.9%)    

Maximum time of pain 

Morning 6(20.7%) 8(28.6%) 19(24.7%)    

Day 8(27.6%) 5(17.9%) 9(11.7%) 4.71 6 0.58 

Evening 2(6.9%) 1(3.6%) 6(7.8%)    

Night 13(44.8%) 14(50%) 43(55.8%)    

Type of pain 

Continuous 14(48.3%) 11(39.3%) 44(57.1%)    

Intermittent 11(37.9%) 16(57.1%) 29(37.7%) 6.18 4 0.18 

Occasional  4(13.8%) 1(3.6%) 4(5.2%)    

Duration of pain 

1-3 months 10(34.5%) 7(25%) 21(27.3%)    

4-6 months 2(6.9%) 6(21.4%) 8(10.4%) 7.13 8 0.52 

7-9months 1(3.4%) 2(7.1%) 2(2.6%)    

10-12months 0(0%) 0(0%) 3(3.9%)    

More than a 

year 

16(55.2%) 13(46.4%) 43(55.8%)    

Severity of pain 

Mild 6(20.7%) 0(0%) 5(6.5%)    

Moderate 12(41.4%) 14(50%) 30(39%) 9.84 4 0.04* 

Severe 11(37.9%) 14(50%) 42(54.5%)    

Osteoporosis Risk 

Low risk 28(96.6%) 28(100%) 66(85.7%) 6.52 2 0.038* 

High risk 1(3.4%) 0(0%) 11(14.3%)    
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Menopausal Status and Duration of pain  

The maximum respondent in all menopausal status had been suffering from MSK pain 

for a period of more than a year, followed by duration of 1-3 months. The association 

between these variables was not statistically significant at 5% level of significance, χ2 

(8, N=134) = 7.13, p=0.52.  

Menopausal Status and VAS Scale 

54.5% (n=42) menopausal respondent had severe pain, 39% (n=30) had moderate pain 

and 6.5 % (n=5) had mild pain on VAS Scale. The observed χ2  value for association 

for 4 df was 9.84 which is greater than standard value for same df at 5% level of 

significance. According to χ2 test of independence, this difference was statistically 

significant, χ2 (4, N=134) = 9.84, p=0.043 

 

Menopausal status and pain interfering work 

Among the menopausal status, the table 4 shows that MSK pain had affected mostly in 

menopausal category. 32.5% (n= 25) were moderately affected, followed by quite a bit 

with 29.9% (n=23), extremely with 22.1% (n=17). 9.1% (n=7) had a little bit effect on 

work and 6.5% (n=5) didn’t have any effect on work due to MSK pain. The χ2 value for 

8 df at 5% level of significance was observed greater than standard value at same df 

which showed that there was significant association between these variables, χ2 (8, 

N=134) = 21.08, p=0.007. 

Menopausal status and level of assistance 

The table 4 shows among menopausal women, 32.5% (n=25) of them required 

moderate assistance, followed by minimal assistance being 24.7% (n=19), maximal 

assistance being 18.2% (n=14), complete dependence being 22.1% (n=17) and total 

dependence being 2.6% (n=2). The highest prevalence of level of assistance in 

premenopause was minimal assistance with 44.8% (n=13), followed by complete 

independence with 41.4% (n=12). The highest prevalence of level of assistance in 

perimenopause was constant for moderate assistance, minimal assistance and complete 

independence being 32.1% (n=9).  None of the respondent in perimenopause and post 

menopause were totally dependent on others for ADL. The chi-square test showed 

statistically significant association between these variables, χ2 (8, N=134) = 17.15, 

p=0.029. 
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Table 4: Musculoskeletal pain effect and menopausal status 

Variables Premenopause 

N=29 

Perimenopause 

N=28 

Post-

menopause 

N=77 

χ 2 

val

ue 

d

f 

p-

value 

Pain interfering work 

Not at all 8(27.6%) 4(14.3%) 5(6.5%) 21.

08 

8 0.007

** 

A little bit 6(20.7%) 4(14.3%) 7(9.1%)    

Moderately 11(37.9%) 13(46.4%) 25(32.5%)    

Quite a bit 3(10.3%) 3(10.7%) 23(29.9%)    

Extremely 1(3.4%) 4(14.3%) 17(22.1%)    

Level of assistance for ADL 

Complete 

independen

ce 

12(41.4%) 9(32.1%) 17(22.1%) 17.

15 

8 0.029

** 

Minimal 

Assistance 

13(44.8%) 9(32.1%) 19(24.7%)    

Moderate 

assistance 

3(10.3%) 9(32.1%) 25(32.5%)    

Maximal 

assistance 

1(3.4%) 1(3.6%) 14(18.2%)    

Total 

dependence 

0(0%) 0(0%) 2(2.6%)    

Depressed Mood 

Not at all 15(51.7%) 2(7.1%) 7(9.1%) 42.

82 

8 0.00*

* 

Mild 9(31.0%) 7(25.0%) 20(26.0%)    

Moderate 2(6.9%) 12(42.9%) 20(26.0%)    

Severe 2(6.9%) 7(25.0%) 15(19.5%)    

Very severe 1(3.4%) 0(0%) 15(19.5%)    

Menopause status and Depressed mood 

Among 77 menopausal women, 26% (n=20) responded to both mild and moderate 

depressed mood, 19.5% (n=15) responded to both severe and very severe depressed 

mood and 9.1% (n=7) never had any type of depressed mood because of MSK 

complains. Most of the respondent i.e. 51.7% (n=15) in premenopausal didn’t 

experience any depressed mood while 31% (n=9) had mild depressed mood. The 

highest percentage i.e. 42.9% (n=12) in perimenopausal state responded to moderate 

depressed behavior and none of them responded to very severe depressed behavior. The 

observed chi-square value for association for 8 df was 15.51 which is greater than 

standard value for same df at 5% level of significance. According to χ2 test of 

independence, this difference was statistically highly significant, χ2 (8, N=134) = 42.82, 

p=0.000.  
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Table 5: Factor associated with Musculoskeletal complains in different site of body 

Variables  Category χ2 value df p-value 

Educational 

status 

Illiterate 

literate 

14.93(16.92) 9 0.09 

Sunlight 

exposure 

Yes 

No 

17.09(16.92) 9 0.04** 

OSTA Low risk 

High risk 

24.50 9 0.004* 

Exercise 

status 

Yes 

No 

19.22 9 0.023** 

 

The table 5 shows the association of MSK complains in 9 different sites of body with 

educational status, sunlight exposure, osteoporosis risk and exercise status. The χ2 

association of sunlight exposure, osteoporosis risk and exercise status were found 

significant with MSK complains in 9 different sites of body. 

4.7.Factors associated with Musculoskeletal complain in postmenopausal women 

4.7.1. Factors associated with Neck pain in postmenopausal women 

Table 6: Factors associated with neck pain in postmenopausal women 

Variables Neck pain 

No(n=59) 

Neck pain 

Yes(n=18) 

 Χ2 value 

(N=77) 

df p-

value 

Age 

40-45 7(11.9%) 1(5.6%)    

45-50 21(35.6%) 6(33.3%) 2.39 3 0.45 

51-55 13(22.0%) 7(38.9%)    

56-60 18(30.5%) 4(22.2%)    

BMI 

Normal 16(27.1%) 7(38.9%)    

Overweight 14(23.7%) 3(16.7%) 1.01 2 0.60 

Obese 29(49.2%) 8(44.4%)    

Paresthesia 

Yes 12(20.3%) 8(44.4%) 4.17 1 0.045* 

No 47(79.7%) 10(55.6%)    

Pain interfering work 

Not at all 1(1.7%) 4(22.2%)    

A little bit 5(8.5%) 2(11.1%)    

Moderately 22(37.3%) 3(16.7%) 11.27 4 0.024* 

Quite a bit 17(28.8%) 6(33.3%)    

Extremely 14(23.7%) 3(16.7%)    
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Association between neck pain and age 

The table 6 shows association between age group and neck pain in menopausal women. 

The trend observed was that age group 51-55 with 38.9% (n=7) had highest prevalence 

of neck pain, followed by age group 45-50 with 33.3% (n=6), 56-60 age group with 

22.2% (n=4) prevalence. The youngest age group 40-45 had least prevalence of neck 

pain i.e. 5.6% (n=1). It was seen that chi-square test didn’t show statistically significant 

association between age-group and neck pain with P-value 0.45 at 5% level of 

significance, χ2 (3, N=77) =2.39, p=0.045. 

 

Association between neck pain and BMI 

Most of the menopausal women who had neck pain were obese with 44% (n= 8) 

prevalence followed by normal weight 39% (n=7) and overweight respondent 17% 

(n=3). The chi-square test didn’t show statistically significant association between neck 

pain and BMI, χ2 (2, N=77) =4.17, p=0.60. 

 

Association between neck pain and paresthesia  

The table 6 shows the association between neck pain and paresthesia in menopausal 

women. Among 18 menopausal women who had neck pain, 44.4% had paresthesia 

while 55.6% didn’t have paresthesia. The χ2 test showed significant association between 

neck pain and paresthesia at 5% level of significance, χ2 (1, N=77) =4.17, p=0.045. 

 

Association between neck pain and its interfere on daily work 

The table 6 shows the association between neck pain and degree how much pain 

interfere with work inside and outside house. Among 18 menopausal neck pain women, 

33.3%(n=6) responded as quite a bit, 16.7% (n= 3) responded as moderately and 

extremely, 22.2% (n=3) responded as not at all and 11.1% (n=1) responded as a little 

bit. The χ2 test showed that there was significant association between neck pain and its 

level of interfere in work inside and outside house at 5% level of significance, χ2 (4, 

N=77) =11.27, p=0.024. 
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4.7.2. Factors associated with shoulder pain in postmenopausal women 

Table 7: Factors associated with shoulder pain in postmenopausal women 

Variables Shoulder pain 

No(n=63) 

Shoulder pain 

Yes(n=14) 

χ2 

value 

df p-

value 

Age group 

40-45 7(11.1%) 1(7.1%)    

45-50 23(36.5%) 4(28.6%) 1.74 3 0.63 

51-55 17(27.0%) 3(21.4%)    

56-60 16(25.4%) 6(42.9%)    

Sunlight exposure 

No 30(47.6%) 2(14.3%)    

Yes  33(52.4%) 12(85.7%) 5.24 1 0.022* 

BMI 

Normal 14(22.2%) 9(64.3%)    

Overweight 15(23.8%) 2(14.3%) 9.78 2 0.008 

Obese 34(54.0%) 3(21.4%)    

OSTA 

Low risk 58(92.1%) 8(57.1%) 11.40 1 0.003* 

High risk 5(7.9%) 6(42.9%)    

Stiffness 

No 55(87.3%) 6(42.9%) 13.75 1 0.001* 

Yes 8(12.7%) 8(57.1%)    

 

Association between shoulder pain and age group 

The table 7 shows association between age group and shoulder pain. The highest 

prevalence of shoulder pain was found in oldest age group i.e. 56-60 years with 

prevalence of 42.9% (n=6), followed by age group 45-50 years with prevalence of 

28.6% (n=4), age group 51-55 years with 21.6% (n=3) and least prevalence of 7.1% 

(n=1) in young age group 40-45 years. The association between shoulder pain and age 

group was statistically non-significant with P-value 0.62 at 5% level of significance, χ2 

(3, N=77) =1.74, p=0.63. 

 

Association between shoulder pain and sunlight exposure. 

The table 7 shows the association between shoulder pain and sunlight exposure status. 

Among 14 menopausal women, who had shoulder pain, only 85.7% had daily exposure 

to sunlight whereas 14.3% didn’t have daily exposure to sunlight. The chi-square test 

showed there was statistically significant association between daily sunlight exposure 
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and prevalence of shoulder pain in menopausal women at 5% level of significance, χ2 

(1, N=77) =5.24, p=0.022. 

Association between BMI and shoulder pain 

The table 7 shows the association between BMI and shoulder pain. among 14 

menopausal women with shoulder pain, maximum of them (64.3%, n=9) had normal 

BMI, 21.4% (n=3) were obese and 21.4% (n=2) were overweight. The association 

between BMI and shoulder pain was statistically significant at 5% level of significance, 

χ2 (2, N=77) =9.78, p=0.008. 

Association between OSTA and shoulder pain 

The table 7 shows the association between risk of osteoporosis and shoulder pain. 

among 14 menopausal women who had shoulder pain, 57.1%(n=8) were at low risk of 

osteoporosis and 42.9%(n=6) were at high risk of osteoporosis. The χ2 test between two 

variables revealed statistically significant association with P-value of 0.003 at 5%level 

of significance, χ2 (1, N=77) =11.40, p=0.003. 

Association between shoulder pain and stiffness 

The table 7 shows the association between shoulder pain and stiffness. Out of 14 

menopausal women with shoulder pain, 57.1%(n=8) had stiffness while 42.9%(n=6) 

didn’t have any kind of stiffness. The chi- square test showed statistically highly 

significant association between these variables at 5% level of significance χ2 (1, N=77) 

=13.75, p=0.001. 

 

4.7.3. Factors associated with low back pain in postmenopausal women 

Association between low back pain and age group 

The association between LBP and age group shows that among 46 menopausal women 

with LBP, age group 46-50 years had highest prevalence of 39.1% (n=18), followed by 

56-60 years age group with 26.1% (n=12) prevalence. The prevalence of 23.9% (n=11) 

was present in age group 51-55 and age group 40-45 had least percentage of LBP i.e. 

10.9% (n=5). The chi-square test didn’t show statistically significant association 

between LBP and age group with P-value of 0.80 at 5% level of significance, χ2 (3, 

N=77) =0.99, p=0.80. 
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Table 8: Factors associated with low back pain in postmenopausal women 

Variables Low back 

pain 

No(n=31) 

Low back 

pain 

Yes 

(n=46) 

χ2 value df p-

value 

Age Group 

40-45 3(9.7%) 5(10.9%)    

46-50 9(29.0%) 18(39.1%) 0.99 3 0.80 

51-55 9(29.0%) 11(23.9%)    

56-60 10(32.3%) 12(26.1%)    

Sunlight exposure 

No  8(25.8%) 24(52.2%) 5.30 1 0.021 

Yes  23(74.2%) 22(47.8%)    

BMI 

Normal 10(32.3%) 13(28.3%)    

Overweight 7(22.6%) 10(21.7%) 0.19 2 0.91 

Obese 14(37.8%) 23(50%)    

OSTA 

Low risk 24(77.4%) 42(91.3%) 2.92 1 0.08 

High risk 7(22.6%) 4(8.7%)    

Exercise Status 

No 29(93.5%) 39(84.8%) 1.38 1 0.21 

Yes  2(6.5%) 7(15.2%)    

Pattern of Pain 

Symmetrical 10(32.3%) 18(39.1%) 13.89 2 0.001* 

Asymmetrical 21(67.7%) 15(32.6%)    

Central  0(%) 13(28.3%)    

Maximum time of pain 

Morning 6(19.4%) 13(28.3%)    

Day 1(3.2%) 8(17.4%) 8.29 3 0.040* 

Evening 1(3.2%) 5(10.9%)    

Night  23(74.2%) 20(43.5%)    

Paresthesia 

No 27(87.1%) 30(65.2%) 4.61 1 0.032* 

Yes 4(12.9%) 16(34.8%)    

Tingling Sensation 

No  17(54.8%) 11(23.9%) 7.65 1 0.006* 

Yes  14(45.2%) 35(76.1%)    

 

Association between sunlight exposure and low back pain 

The table 8 shows the association between sunlight exposure and low back pain. Out of 

46 menopausal women with LBP, 52.2% (n=24) didn’t have daily sunlight exposure 

whereas 47.8% (n=22) had exposure to sunlight daily. The χ2 test showed that these two 
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variables had statistically significant association as observed value for 1 df at 5% level 

of significance was greater than standard value, χ2 (1, N=77) =5.30, p=0.021. 

Association between BMI and low back pain 

The χ2 test showed that there is no statistically significant association between BMI and 

low back pain, χ2 (2, N=77) =0.19, p=0.91. But, the table 8 showed that the prevalence 

of low back pain was highest in obese menopausal women with 50%, followed by 

28.3% in normal BMI and 21.7% in overweight menopausal women. 

Association between Osteoporosis risk and low back pain 

The table 8 shows the association between osteoporosis risk and low back pain. Among 

46 menopausal women with back pain, 91.3. % (n=42) were at low risk of osteoporosis 

and 8.7% (n=4) were at high risk of osteoporosis. But the chi-square test showed non-

significant association between these two variables, χ2 (1, N=77) =2.92, p=0.08. 

Association between physical exercise status and low back pain 

The table 8 shows the association between exercise status and low back pain. Among 

46 menopausal women with low back pain, 84.8% (n=39) didn’t do any type of physical 

exercise while 15.2% (n=7) used to do physical exercise at least 1 day in a week. But, 

the chi-square test showed statistically non-significant association between low back 

pain and physical exercise status as observed χ2 value for 1df at 5% level of significance 

was less than standard value, χ2 (1, N=77) =1.38, p=0.21. 

Association between pattern of pain and low back pain 

The table 8 shows the association between pattern of pain and low back pain in 

menopausal women. Out of 46 menopausal women with low back pain, most of them 

had symmetrical pattern of pain i.e. 39.1% (n=18), followed by asymmetrical pattern 

by 32.6% (n=15) and central pain by 28.3% (n=13). The chi-square test showed highly 

significant association between pattern of pain and low back pain with P-value 0.001 at 

5% level of significance, χ2 (2, N=77) =13.89, p=0.001. 

Association between maximum time of pain and low back pain 

The table 8 shows the association between maximum time of pain and low back pain. 

out of 46 menopausal women, 43.5% (n=20) had maximum pain during night, 28.3% 

(n=13) had pain at morning, 17.4% (n=8) had maximum pain during day and only 

10.9% (n=5) had maximum pain at evening. The χ2 test showed statistically significant 
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association between time at maximum pain and low back pain, χ2 (3, N=77) =8.29, 

p=0.040. 

Association between paresthesia and low back pain  

The table 8 shows association between low back pain and paresthesia. Among 46 

menopausal women with LBP, 34.8% (n=16) had paresthesia and 65.2% (n=30) didn’t 

have sensation of paresthesia. The paresthesia was associated with LBA significantly 

with P-value 0.032 at 5% level of significance, χ2 (1, N=77) =4.61, p=0.032. 

Association between low back pain and tingling sensation 

The association between low back pain and tingling sensation showed that 76.1% 

(n=35) of menopausal women with LBP has tingling sensation and 23.9% (n=11) didn’t 

have tingling sensation. The χ2 test showed statistically significant association between 

LBP and tingling sensation at 5% level of significance, χ2 (1, N=77) =7.65, p=0.006. 

 

4.7.4. Factors associated with knee pain in postmenopausal women 

Association between knee pain and age group 

Out of 77 menopausal women, 30 respondent had knee pain. 33.3% (n=10) of women 

who had knee pain belonged to age category 51-55 and 56-60. 26.7% (n=8) belonged 

to age category 46-50 and 6.7% (n=2) belonged to age category 40-45. The general 

trend of observation was that knee pain increased its prevalence with advancing age. 

But, the association was not statistically significant at 5% level of significance as 

observed chi-square value at 3df was less than standard value, χ2 (3, N=77) =3.06, 

p=0.38. 

Association between knee pain and Osteoporosis risk 

Out of 30 menopausal women with knee pain, 96.7%(n=29) were at low risk of 

developing osteoporosis and 3.3%(n=1) was at high risk of developing osteoporosis. 

The χ2 test showed statistically significant association between osteoporosis risk and 

knee pain with P-value 0.02 at 5% level of significance, χ2 (1, N=77) =4.81, p=0.026. 

Association between knee pain and Swelling 

There was highly statistically significant association between knee pain and swelling 

with P-value 0.000 at 5% level of significance, χ2 (1, N=77) =13.19, p=0.000. Out of 
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30 menopausal women with knee pain, 40% (n=12) had swelling and 60% (n=18) didn’t 

have swelling. 

Table 9: Factors associated with knee pain in postmenopausal women 

Variables Knee pain 

No (n=47) 

Knee 

pain 

Yes 

(n=30) 

χ2 

value 

Df p-value 

Age 

40-45 6(12.8%) 2(6.7%) 3.06 3 0.38 

46-50 19(40.4%) 8(26.7%)    

51-55 10(21.3%) 10(33.3%)    

56-60 12(25.5%) 10(33.3%)    

Religion 

Muslim 45(95.7%) 28(93.3%)    

Christian  2(4.3%) 0(0%) 4.42 2 0.11 

Hindu  0(0%) 2(4.3%)    

Sunlight Exposure 

No  20(42.6%) 12(40.0%) 0.05 1 0.83 

Yes  27(57.4%) 18(60.0%)    

BMI 

Normal 18(38.3%) 5(16.7%)    

Overweight 11(23.4%) 6(20.0%) 5.35 2 0.06 

Obese 18(38.3%) 19(63.3%)    

OSTA 

Low risk 37(78.7%) 29(96.7%) 4.81 1 0.026* 

High Risk 10(21.3%) 1(3.3%)    

Swelling 

No  44(93.6%) 18(60%) 13.19 1 0.000* 

Yes  3(6.4%) 12(40%)    

Stiffness 

No  40(85.1%) 21(70%) 2.54 1 0.11 

Yes  7(14.9%) 9(30%)    

Sleep Disturbance 

Not at all 15(31.9%) 18(60.0%)    

1 times per 

week 

3(6.4%) 0(0%)    

2-3 times per 

week 

13(27.7%) 3(10%) 11.87 4 0.018* 

4-5 times per 

week 

0(0%) 2(6.7%)    

More than 5 

times per week 

16(34.0%) 7(23.3%)    
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Association between knee pain and stiffness. 

The table 9 shows the association between knee pain and stiffness where 70% (n=21) 

menopausal women with knee pain didn’t have stiffness whereas stiffness. There was 

no significant association between knee pain and stiffness, χ2 (1, N=77) =2.54, p=0.11. 

Association between knee pain and sleep disturbance due to pain 

The table 9 shows association between knee pain and frequency of sleep disturbance in 

menopausal women with knee pain. The study showed that 60% (n=28) of women 

didn’t have any disturbance in sleep, whereas 23.3% (n=7) had disturbed sleep for more 

than 5 times per week, 10% (n=3) had disturbed sleep for 2-3 times per week, 6.7% 

(n=2) had disturbed sleep 4-5 times per week and none of the menopausal respondent 

with knee pain had disturbed sleep once a week. The chi-square test showed statistically 

significant association between these variables with P-value 0.018 at 5% level of 

significance, χ2 (4, N=77) =11.87, p=0.018. 

Osteoporotic fracture and postmenopausal women 

Among 77 postmenopausal women, only 7% (n=5) had osteoporotic fracture while 93% 

(n=72) didn’t have any osteoporotic fracture. 

4.8.Factors associated with severity of musculoskeletal complain in menopausal 

women 

4.8.1. Association between sociodemographic variables and severity of 

musculoskeletal pain 

The table 10 shows the association between sociodemographic variables and severity 

of pain in all respondent and in menopausal women also. The value obtained from VAS 

scale was coded into categorical variable for chi-square analysis. The average value of 

VAS in each category is also presented in a table. 

Association between age and severity of pain 

The average VAS score in menopausal women was high in elderly age category i.e. in 

50-60 years. The observed χ2 value at 6 df was 9.36 for menopausal women at 5% level 

of significance and standard table value for same is 12.59 which is greater than observed 

chi-square value. This showed that there is no statistically significant association 

between age group in severity of pain, χ2 (6, N=77) =9.36, p=0.16.  
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Table 10: Association between sociodemographic variables and severity of 

musculoskeletal pain 

All respondent (N=134) Postmenopausal women 

(N=77) 

Variables VAS χ2 

value 

(n=134) 

df P- 

value 

VAS χ2 

value 

(n=77) 

df p-

value 

Age 

40-45 5.8±1.9    5.6±2.3    

46-50 6.5±1.8 10.09 6 0.12 6.4±1.8 9.36 6 0.16 

51-50 5.9±1.7    5.9±1.7 (12.59)   

56-60 7.0±1.4    7.0±1.4    

Marital Status 

Unmarried  4.0±0        

Married 6.3±1.9 5.56 6 0.47 6.2±1.9 4.09 4 0.39 

Divorced 5.0±0    5.0±0.0    

Widow 6.5±1.6    6.8±1.4    

Educational Level 

Illiterate  6.2±1.9    6.6±2.0    

Primary 6.4±1.7 15.87 6 0.01* 6.4±1.4 6.51 6 0.37 

Secondary 6.3±1.6    6.3±1.5    

HSC and 

higher 

6.3±2.3    6.0±2.6    

Living Status 

With 

family 

6.3±1.8 5.9 2 0.05 6.4±1.8 5.42 2 0.6 

Alone 5.6±0.9    5.6±1.0    

Occupation 

Housewife 6.3±1.8    6.5±1.7    

Teacher 7.0±0.0 4.11 8 0.84 0.0±0.0 3.72 6 0.72 

Farmer 6.0±2.8    6.0±2.8    

Retired 5.0±0.0    5.0±0.0    

Others 5.6±2.2    5.6±2.5    

Religion 

Muslim 6.2±1.8 5.01 6 0.54 6.3±1.8 1.91 4 0.75 

Christian 6.6±0.9    6.5±0.7    

Hindu 7.7±0.6    7.5±0.7    

Buddhist 7.0±0    0.0±0.0    

Family Structure 

Nuclear  6.23±1.8    6.1±2.2    

Joint 

family 

6.23±1.8 0.50 2 0.78 6.5±1.6 0.47 2 0.79 
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Marital status and severity of pain 

The average VAS score in menopausal women was highest in widowed women 

compared to other marital status (M=6.8, SD=1.4). The observed χ2 value for 

menopausal women at 4 df was 4.09 which is less than standard value at same df (9.49) 

at 5% level of significance. According to χ2 test of independence this difference was 

statistically non-significant, χ2 (4, N=77) = 4.09, p=0.39). 

Educational level and severity of pain 

The average VAS score for menopausal women was highest in illiterate women 

compared to other educational level (M=6.6, SD=2.0). The 5% level of significance at 

6 df in standard value is 12.59 and table showed observed value is less which states that 

there was no significant association between educational level and severity of pain, χ2 

(6, N=77) =6.51, p=0.37.  

Living status and severity of pain. 

The average VAS score for menopausal women was highest in women who lived with 

family (M=6.4, SD=1.8). compared to who lived alone. The observed value at 2 df was 

5.42 which is less than standard value at same df at 5% level of significance which 

means that there was no significant association between living status and severity of 

pain, χ2 (2, N=77) =5.42, p=0.60. 

Occupation and severity of pain 

The average VAS score for menopausal women was highest for house wife (M=6.5, 

SD=1.7) compared to menopausal women with other occupation. The observed value 

at 6 df was 3.72 which is less than standard value at same df at 5% level of significance 

which means that there was no significant association between occupation and severity 

of pain, χ2 (6, N=77) = 3.72, p=0.72. 

Religion and severity of pain 

The average VAS score for menopausal women was highest for hindu religion (M=7.5, 

SD=0.7) compared to other religion. The standard value at 4 df at 5% level of 

significance is 9.49 which is greater than observed value in the above table. According 

to χ2 test of independence, this difference was not statistically significant, χ2 (4, N=77) 

= 1.91, p=0.75. 
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Family structure and severity of pain 

The average VAS score for menopausal women was higher for women in joint family 

(M=6.5, SD=1.6) compared to nuclear family. The chi-squared test showed non-

significant association between family structure and severity of pain as observed value 

at 2 df is less than standard value in same df at 5 % level of significance, χ2 (2, N=77) 

= 0.47, p=0.79. 

4.8.2. Association between health-related factor and severity of MSK pain 

Table 11: Association between health-related factor and severity of 

musculoskeletal pain 

 All respondent (N=134) Postmenopausal women (N=77) 

Variables VAS χ2 

value 

(n=134) 

df P- 

value 

VAS χ2 value  

(n=77) 

df p-

value 

Sunlight exposure 

Yes 6.3±1.8 1.97 2 0.37 6.5±1.7 1.45 2 0.49 

No 6.2±1.9    6.2±1.9    

BMI         

Underweight 6.0±2.6    9.0±0.0    

Normal 6.0±1.7 6.16 6 0.41 6.3±1.6 7.76 6 0.26 

Overweight 6.2±1.8    6.0±1.8    

Obese 6.4±1.8    6.5±1.8    

Co-

morbidity 

        

Yes  6.90 2 0.032* 6.6±1.7 6.44 2 0.040* 

No      5.8±1.7    

Exercise Status 

Yes 6.5±1.9 4.37 2 0.11 6.0±2.1 4.62 2 0.09 

No 6.2±1.8    6.4±1.7    

 

Association between health-related factor and severity of musculoskeletal pain 

The table 11 shows the association between health-related factor and severity of pain 

in all respondent and in menopausal women also.  

Sunlight exposure and severity of pain 

The average VAS score for menopausal women who stays in sunlight daily is (M=6.5, 

SD=1.7) less than those who don’t stay in sunlight daily. The standard χ2 value at 2 df 

is 5.99 which is greater than observed value in above table at 5% level of significance. 
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The χ2 test of independence shows no significant association between sunlight exposure 

and severity of pain, χ2 (2, N=77) = 1.45, p=0.49. 

BMI and severity of pain 

The average VAS score for menopausal women is highest for underweight women 

(M=9.0, SD=0.0) than those of normal, overweight and obese women. The observed χ2 

value at 6 df is 7.76 and standard value is 12.59 for same df at 5% level of significance 

which showed observed value is less than standard value. Thus, χ2 test of independence 

showed non-significant association between BMI and severity of pain, χ2 (6, N=77) = 

7.76, p=0.26. 

Co-morbidities and severity of pain 

The average VAS score for menopausal women with co-morbidity is (M=6.6, SD=1.7) 

higher than those of women without co-morbidity. The standard χ2 value for 2 df is 5.99 

at 5% level of significance and observed value in table is 6.44 at same df which is 

greater than standard value. Thus, χ2 test of independence shows statistically significant 

difference between co-morbidities and severity of pain, χ2 (2, N=77) = 6.44, p=0.040. 

Exercise status and severity of pain 

The average VAS score for menopausal women who do not do physical exercise is 

(M=6.4, SD=1.7) greater than those who does it. The observed chi-square value at 2 df 

is 4.62 which was slightly less than standard value 5.99 for same df at 5% level of 

significance. Thus, there is nearly significant association between exercise status and 

severity of pain, χ2 (2, N=77) = 4.62, p=0.09. 

4.8.3. Association between menopausal status and severity of MSK pain 

Table 12: Association between menopausal status and severity of 

musculoskeletal pain 

Variables Percentage VAS  χ2 Value df P-value 

Premenopause 29(21.6%) 5.6±2.1 9.84 4 0.043** 

Perimenopause 28(20.9%) 6.6±1.4    

Postmenopause 77(57.5%) 6.4±1.8    
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The average VAS Score for perimenopausal women (M=6.6, SD=1.4) is greater than 

those for postmenopausal women (M=6.4, SD=1.8) and followed by premenopausal 

women (M=5.6, SD=2.1). The observed chi-square value for association for 4 df was 

9.84 which is greater than standard value for same df at 5% level of significance. 

According to χ2 test of independence, this difference was statistically significant, χ2 (4, 

N=134) = 9.84, p=0.043. 

4.8.4. Association between pain characteristics and severity of musculoskeletal 

pain 

The table 13 shows the association between pain characteristic and severity of MSK 

pain in all respondent and in menopausal women also.  

Maximum time of pain and severity of pain 

The average VAS score for menopausal women having maximum pain at night was 

(M=6.7, SD=1.4) highest followed by pain during morning, evening and day. The 

observed χ2 at 6 df at 5 % level of significance was 11.26 which is less than standard 

value at same df. According to χ2 test, it showed that severity of pain didn’t differ 

statistically by maximum time of pain, χ2 (6, N=77) = 11.26 p=0.08. 

Type of pain and severity of pain 

The average VAS score for menopausal women having continuous type of pain was 

(M=6.9, SD=1.4) highest among other type of pain. The observed χ2 value at 4 df was 

23.16 at 5% level of significance which is greater than standard value at same level of 

significance. According to χ2 test of independence, this difference was highly 

statistically significant, χ2 (4, N=77) = 23.16, p=0.000. 

Duration of pain and severity of pain 

The average VAS score for menopausal women was (M=7.1, SD=1.3) highest for 

women who had pain for 1-3 month among other women who had pain since more than 

3 months. The observed chi-square value at 8 df for 5% level of significance was 9.47 

which was less than standard value at same df which means there was no statistically 

significant association between duration of pain and severity of pain, χ2 (8, N=77) = 

9.47, p=0.30. 
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Table 13: Association between pain characteristics and severity of musculoskeletal 

pain 

All respondent (N=134) Postmenopausal women (N=77) 

Variables VAS 

mean±SD 

n=134 

Χ2 

value 

Df p-

value 

VAS 

mean±SD 

n=77 

Χ2 

value 

Df p-

value 

Maximum time of pain 

Morning 6.4±1.8 8.24 6 0.22 6.4±2.1 11.26 6 0.08 

Day 5.8±2.3    4.9±2.1    

Evening 5.8±1.9    6.2±1.6    

Night 6.4±1.6    6.7±1.4    

Type of Pain 

Continuous 6.8±1.3 26.24 4 0.000* 6.9±1.4 23.16 4 0.000* 

Intermittent 5.8±1.9    5.7±1.9    

occasional 4.9±2.4    5.0±2.4    

Duration of Pain 

1-3 months 6.8±1.4 11.67 8 0.17 7.1±1.3 9.47 8 .30 

4-6 months 6.1±2.1    6.6±1.9    

7-9months 7.0±1.2    6.0±1.4    

10-

12months 

4.7±0.6    4.7±0.6    

More than a 

year 

6.0±1.9    6.1±1.9    

Pain interfering work 

Not at all 5.2±1.6 12.14 8 0.15 5.2±0.8 14.46 8 0.07 

A little bit 5.9±2.1    6.6±2.3    

Moderately 6.6±1.6    6.9±1.3    

Quite a bit 6.2±1.9    6.0±2.1    

Extremely 6.6±1.7    6.4±1.7    

Not at all 4.7±1.9 20.55 8 0.008* 3.4±1.7 21.30 8 0.006* 

Depressed Mood 

Mild 6.3±1.9    6.5±1.6    

Moderate 6.7±1.6    6.9±1.6    

Severe 6.9±1.3    6.9±1.4    

Very severe 6.6±1.3    6.5±1.3    

 

Severity of pain and pain interfering work 

The average VAS score for menopausal women was (M=6.9, SD=1.3) highest for 

women who had moderate interfere in daily work outside and inside home, followed by 

a little bit, extremely, quite a bit and not at all. The standard value for 8 df at 5 % level 

of significance is 15.51 and observed chi-square value was 14.46 which is less than 
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standard value. Thus, there was no statistically significant association between these 

variables, χ2 (8, N=77) =14.46, p=0.07. 

Severity of pain and depressed mood 

The average VAS score for menopausal women was (M=6.9, SD=1.6) highest for 

women who were moderately depressed because of MSK pain, followed by severely 

depressed, very severely depressed, mild depressed and not at all depressed. The 

standard χ2 value for 8 df at 5% level of significance is 15.51 and observed value was 

21.30 which is much greater than standard value. According to χ2 test of independence, 

this difference was statistically significant, χ2 (8, N=77) = 21.30, p=0.006. 

4.9. Binary logistic regression 

The logistic regression was done between the variables though to be predictor of MSK 

complains in neck, shoulder, low back and knee and shown in table 14. The predictor 

variables were taken as age, menopausal status, BMI, sunlight exposure, exercise status 

and osteoporosis risk. The table 13 showed that age was statistically significant 

predictor of shoulder pain. The women with age category 56-60 years had 7.6 times 

more risk of shoulder pain with p-value 0.019. The BMI was significant predictor of 

pain at shoulder and knee. The obese women were more likely to have shoulder pain 

with OR 0.28 on comparison to normal weight women. Also, overweight women had 

3.24 times risk and obese women had 3.54 times risk of having knee pain on comparison 

to normal weight.  
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Table 14: Binary Logistic Regression analysis of musculoskeletal complain in 

different body site 

Variables Neck pain 

OR (95% CI) 

p-value 

Shoulder pain 

OR (95% CI) 

P value 

Low back pain 

OR (95%) CI) 

P-value 

Knee pain  

OR (95% CI) 

 P-value 

Age     

40-45 1 1 1 1 

46-50 0.68(0.26-1.78) 

0.43 

3.50(0.69-17.86) 

0.13 

0.99(0.42-2.31) 

0.97 

0.86(0.35-2.13) 

0.74 

51-55 1.29(0.42-3.98) 

0.66 

3.41(0.52-22.24) 

0.19 

0.65(0.23-1.86) 

0.42 

2.09(0.72-6.15) 

0.17 

56-60 0.57(0.16-2.05) 

0.39 

7.6(1.4-42.14) 

0.019* 

0.71(0.25-2.02) 

0.52 

1.9(0.67-5.56) 

0.22 

Menopausal status 

Premenopause 1 1 1 1 

Perimenopause 3.36(0.33-34.42) 

0.30 

0.60(0.18-2.0) 

0.41 

0.82(0.28-2.35) 

0.71 

1.49(0.47-4.76) 

0.50 

Postmenopause 6.62(0.78-49.66) 

0.08 

0.68(0.26-1.74) 

0.42 

0.91(0.38-2.18) 

0.83 

2.01(.76-5.27) 

0.16 

BMI     

Normal 1 1 1 1 

Overweight 0.49(0.15-

1.64)0.24 

0.36(0.87-1.48) 

0.15 

1.29(0.46-3.55) 

0.63 

3.24 (1.02-

10.31) 0.04* 

Obese  7.29(.29-

1.78)0.49 

0.28(0.91-0.86) 

0.027* 

1.01 (0.45-

2.28) 0.98 

3.54(1.3-9.59) 

0.01* 

Sunlight     

No  1 1 1 1 

Yes  0.79(0.33-1.83) 

0.57 

0.21(0.005-0.93) 

0.04* 

0.92(0.28-2.97) 

0.88 

1.19 (0.35-

4.12) 0.78 

Exercise status     

No 1 1 1 1 

Yes 0.33(0.10-1.08) 

0.06 

1.96(0.24-16.07) 

0.53 

0.92(1.28-2.97) 

0.88 

1.19(0.35-4.11) 

0.78 

OST     

Low risk 1 1 1 1 

High risk 1.6(0.45-5.71) 

0.47 

9.17 (2.55-32.93) 

0.001* 

0.45 (0.14-

1.49) 0.19 

.16(.02-1.245) 

0.08 
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In this study regarding common MSK complains among menopausal women, the mean 

age of participant was 49.49± 6.02. The mean age of menopause was 45.44±4.2 SD 

with age range (35-55) years. The mean age of menopause in a study done at 

Bangladesh on khustia was 51.14(Rahman et al., 2011) which was greater than present 

study whereas age of menopause in studies done in Nepal ranged from 46-50 years. 

Likewise, the age of menopause was 44.82 and 49.32 in different studies done in India. 

The mean age of menopause in study almost matched with the range of age at 

menopause of south Asian countries i.e. 46-49 years whereas the meta-analysis on age 

at menopause concluded the range of 46-52 years highest being Europe, Australia, USA 

and lower in Africa, Asian and middle east countries. Thus, mean age of menopause of 

respondent is comparatively less than previous studies done in Bangladesh and other 

countries. 

Among 134 respondent, 21.6% were premenopausal status, 20.9% perimenopausal and 

57.5% were postmenopausal status being highest number of respondent with ratio of 

almost 1:1:2 ratio. In Brazilian study, 42% were menopausal women and study done 

about MSK pain and menopausal status across women’s health across the nation in 7 

sites of nation women in premenopausal, perimenopausal and postmenopause were 14 

%, 74% and 12% respectively among 2218 respondent. In study done in China, 40% 

were premenopausal, 22 % were perimenopausal and 43% were postmenopausal. On 

summary, in this study, number of postmenopausal women were higher than other 

menopausal state. 

Among postmenopausal women, 12% had experienced MSK pain before menopause 

and 83% of them had LBP, followed by knee pain. In contrast, Kozinoga et al. (2015) 

in their systematic review showed that all the studies included in review showed high 

incidence of MSK pain after the menopause rather than before transition. The study 

also showed high incidence of spine pain as in this study. The women had 

comparatively very high prevalence of MSK pain after onset of menopause. When 

MSK complains on different site of body was summarized according to menopausal 

status of women, this study found that most common complaints were LBP, knee pain, 

neck pain, shoulder pain which was more prevalent in women at postmenopause, 

CHAPTER IV                                                                              DISCUSSION 
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followed by perimenopause and premenopause which supported the finding of Chinese 

study (Gao et al., 2013). 

The most prevalent complain among respondent were LBP (39%), knee pain (22%), 

neck pain (16%) and shoulder pain (9%). Similarly, postmenopausal women also had 

same pattern of pain in low back, knee, neck and shoulder with prevalence of 37.7%, 

24.6%, 14.8% and 11.5% respectively. The study done in china (Gao et al., 2013) also 

had similar finding on site being affected i.e. highest in low back (33%), followed by 

knee (31%), neck (21%) and other joints (25.6%). The Brazilian study also showed 

most common MSK pain as pain in spine (71%), knees (58%), shoulders (47%) 

(Dedicação et al., 2017). In Nigerian study done only among postmenopausal women, 

the higher prevalence of MSK pain was on lower extremity (61%) and back (53%) 

(Ogwumike et al., 2016). The different studies supported finding of this study that pain 

at low back, knee, neck, shoulder was most common MSK complains faced by 

menopausal women. 

The association between MSK complain in different part of body and menopausal status 

wasn’t statistically significant but earlier studies has shown significant association 

between these. It may due to small sample size. Park et al. (2010) found postmenopausal 

women with low BMD had higher incidence of MSK pain. In this study, researcher 

tried to see this association but none respondent had done BMD may be because of 

economic status. However, OSTA was used for calculation of women at risk of 

osteoporosis and it was found that osteoporosis risk was significantly associated with 

MSK complain. The result was also supported by study done by Brochers et al. (2005) 

where osteoporotic menopausal women had decreased ability to perform activities of 

daily life. 

The severity of pain and osteoporosis risk was statistically significant with menopausal 

status with p value < 0.05 at 5% level of significance. The study showed that association 

of MSK interfering pain, level of assistance in ADL and depressed mood was 

statistically significant. The MSK complain among menopausal women was also 

significantly associated with sunlight exposure, osteoporosis risk and exercise status. 

Among 77 postmenopausal women, only 7% (n=5) had osteoporotic fracture while 93% 

(n=72) didn’t have any osteoporotic fracture whereas in study done in US 50% of 

postmenopausal women suffer from fracture (McClure et al., 2005) 
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Out of 33 women with neck pain, highest prevalence was in menopausal women with 

54.5%(n=18), followed by premenopausal women with 27.3%(n=9) and 

perimenopausal women with 18.2%(n=6). The neck pain among postmenopausal was 

significantly associated with paresthesia and pain interfering work in postmenopausal 

women. Neck pain was not associated in this study and also in study done in China. 

The major cases of neck pain (89%) was diagnosed in this study which was also 

confirmed by Wood & Pfleger (2003). 

The shoulder pain in postmenopausal women was significantly associated with sunlight 

exposure, BMI, stiffness and osteoporosis risk. The association with stiffness might be 

because most of the diagnosis of shoulder pain was frozen shoulder. 

Out of 80 women with LBP, 57.5%(n=46) were postmenopausal women followed by 

premenopausal 22.5%(n=18) and perimenopausal women with 20%(n=16). 57% of 

postmenopausal women were diagnosed with lumbar spondylosis in this study which 

was thought to be most common cause of back pain (Woolf & Pfleger, 2003).  LBP 

among postmenopausal women was associated significantly with pattern of pain, 

maximum time of pain, paresthesia and tingling sensation. LBP was not associated 

significantly with age which was also supported by other study (Geo et al., 2013). 

Dugan et al. (2006) showed perimenopausal was affected more than premenopausal 

women. Mitchell & Wood (2010) has shown statistically significant relationship 

between menopausal status and LBP which was found non-significant in this study. The 

women in late perimenopause and postmenopause had higher incidence of LBP. 

Another study by Szoeke et al. (2008) in 8-year longitudinal study found that 

prevalence of backpain was increased to 59% from 44% baseline and all the women at 

postmenopausal from perimenopausal state which showed association of back pain and 

menopausal transition. 

Out of 46 respondents with knee pain, maximum of them were postmenopausal women 

i.e. 65.2%(n=30), followed by perimenopausal with 19.6%(n= 9) and premenopausal 

with 15.2%(n=7). This is supported finding that common MSK problem affecting 

postmenopausal women is osteoarthritis (ESHRE, 2011; Stevenson, 2011), as 97% of 

them were diagnosed with it. The knee pain among postmenopausal women was 

significantly associated with osteoporosis risk, swelling and sleep disturbance. 
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The severity of pain was associated with presence of co-morbid condition, menopausal 

status, type of pain, depressed mood because of pain. The mean score for severity of 

pain is greater in perimenopausal women, followed by postmenopause and 

premenopause and the association was significantly associated. This finding was 

supported by Brazilian study (Dedicação et al., 2017) and Philadelphia County, 

Pennsylvania (Freeman et al., 2007) with high severity of pain in perimenopause. 

Dugan et al. (2006) reported that postmenopausal women have greater pain than 

perimenopausal women with P-value <0.0001and <0.002. Though χ2 test was 

significantly associated in this study, binary logistic regression didn’t show significant 

association. The association between severity of pain and decreased ability to perform 

ADL was found in study done by Brochers el al. (2005) but it was not significant in this 

study. 

The study had shown that lack of physical function was associated with severity of pain 

(Braden et al., 2012) which was not supported by this study. But it was seen in this 

study that physical exercise was significantly associated with the MSK in different site 

of body.  

The binary logistic regression showed BMI was associated with knee pain and shoulder 

pain was associated with age, BMI, sunlight exposure and osteoporosis risk. This study 

showed that obesity and overweight was associated with knee pain which was 

supported by Brazilian study stating association of BMI with lower extremity pain 

(Ogwumike et al., 2016). Overweight women had 3.24 times risk and obese women had 

3.54 times risk of having knee pain on comparison to normal weight which was 

supported by study done in Brazil that obese menopausal women were 2 times at risk 

of getting lower extremity pain on comparison to non-obese menopausal women. 

Interestingly, this study also showed that BMI was associated with shoulder pain and 

the reason behind it is unknown. The literature had shown association of BMI with low 

back pain (Dugan et al., 2006; Park et al., 2010). This study didn’t show any such 

significance though LBP had highest prevalence and study done by Park et al. (2010) 

also didn’t show significant association between BMI and LBP in menopausal women 

and postmenopausal women. 
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5.1 Limitation of the Study 

➢ The prevalence of osteoporosis was anticipated to be found in this study. But, 

because of lack of BMD test by respondent, the osteoporotic finding couldn’t 

be explored in this study. 

➢ The sample size of the study was small than estimated sample size. Out of 

estimated sample of 280, the total sample could not be collected due to short 

study duration. Thus, only 134 sample was collected. 

➢ The respondent was hesitated to talk about menopause.  

➢ The study couldn’t show the prevalence of MSK complain as it was done in 

physiotherapy department setting and all of them had some MSK complain. The 

study done at community level would show better prevalence of MSK complain 

among menopausal women. 

➢ Researcher was not known to Bangla language. So, researcher had to face some 

difficulties in data collection. 

➢ There was no standard questionnaire for the study. So, researcher had to make 

own questionnaire. 

➢ As it is cross-sectional study, researcher has only found the association between 

MSK complain and menopausal status rather than direction of cause between 

them. 

➢ The hormonal changes were not assessed in the study due to lack of resources 

though hormonal changes is thought to be main reason behind the MSK 

complain rather than normal ageing. 
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6.1. Conclusion 

Menopause is the natural biological phenomenon. The decreased level of estrogen has 

numerous adverse effect on musculoskeletal system making menopausal women prone 

to musculoskeletal disorder. This study found common musculoskeletal condition 

among menopausal women as low back pain, knee pain, neck pain and shoulder pain 

with most common diagnosis as lumbar spondylosis, knee osteoarthritis, cervical 

spondylosis and frozen shoulder respectively. The study concludes that along with 

various musculoskeletal problem arising after onset of menopause, severity of these 

pain was significantly associated with menopausal status and increased in severity since 

menopausal transition. Exercise status, co-morbidities and depressed mental status 

were also found to be associated with severity of pain. BMI had increased risk of knee 

pain in overweight and obese menopausal women. In summary, menopausal health is a 

neglected aspect of health care system in Bangladesh. Most of the menopausal women 

are suffering from musculoskeletal disorder despite they are going through 

psychological, somatic and social changes. The health promoting strategies to enhance 

quality of life of menopausal women should be initiated by concerned authorities. The 

menopausal group of patients comes in close contact with physiotherapist during 

treatment of their musculoskeletal disorder and physiotherapist should consider these 

common musculoskeletal conditions along with other risk factor causing them pain. 

Also, education regarding menopausal health should be given to them with focus of 

getting them engaged to regular physical exercise to promote healthy lifestyle. 
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6.2. Recommendation 

➢ The study with large sample size in a community setting is recommended in the 

further study to see the prevalence of MSK complain among menopausal 

women. 

➢ The hormonal changes and its effect in MSK complain s recommended in 

further study to know about direction of cause of MSK complain. 

➢ Randomized controlled trials to see the effect of strength training in reduction 

of intramuscular fat and optimal intervention for treating MSK complain along 

with psychological and physical challenge they face should be done. 

➢ The study to understand the process of ageing among women in relation to 

menopausal transition should be conducted. 

➢ The osteoporosis study along with level of bone mineral density is 

recommended to see effect of menopause of bone mass loss. 

➢ The longitudinal study to see the causes for developing chronic and recurrent 

MSK complain in menopausal women and appropriate management to modify 

the causes should be conducted. 

➢ The medical professionals who manages the MSK complains among women in 

midlife should consider the physiological, psychological, somatic, social 

changes taking place in their transition. In addition, the tailored pre, peri, 

postmenopausal educational intervention can be provided according to 

menopausal status, MSK complain and severity of pain. 

➢ Since menopausal health is neglected topic in Bangladesh, the awareness 

program should be conducted among general population especially targeting 

women. The program should consist of education about bodily changes, 

common MSK complains and reason behind MSK complain and pain that 

happens after menopause. They also should be aware about necessary 

intervention to prevent and treat those complains. 

➢ The appropriate health care strategies to facilitate easier menopausal transition 

and ensure healthy postmenopausal life for women by limiting chronic 

disabilities. 
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APPENDIX 

Appendix I: Information Sheet (Bangla) 

  

তথ্যপত্র 

 

আসসালামু আলাইকুম/নমস্কার, 

আমম রামিকা শ্রেষ্ঠা, মরহ্যামিমলটেশন সাটেন্স, িাাংলাটেশ শ্রহ্লথ প্রটেশন্স ইন্সটেটেউে ( মিএইচমিআই ), 

ঢাকা মিশ্বমিেযালটের একজন ছাত্রি । স্নাতটকাত্তর মিগ্রী প্রামির জনয আমার একটে গটিষণামূলক প্রকল্প 

িমরচালনা করা প্রটোজন এিাং আমার গটিষণা প্রকল্পটে হ্টে “Musculoskeletal complains among 

Menopausal women at Musculoskeletal Department of CRP” এর জনয আমম একটে জমরি 

সঞ্চালন মস আর মি শ্রত মাসু্কটলাটস্কটলোল সমসযা সহ্ ঋতুঝড়া মমহ্লাটের উির। এই গটিষনাে 

অাংশগ্রহ্টনর জনয আিনাটক মকছু প্রশ্ন করা হ্টি এিাং আিনাটক এইগুটলার সটিক উত্তর মেটত হ্টি।হ্েত 

আিমন এটত সরাসমর উিকৃত হ্টিন না তটি এই গটিষনার েলােটল ওনয অটনটক উিকৃত হ্টত িাটর। 

তথয িাওোর জনয আমার আিনাটক মকছু প্রশ্ন ত্রজজ্ঞাসা করটত হ্টি। আিনার সরিরাহ্কৃত যািতীে তথয 

শ্রগািন রাখা হ্টি এমনমক প্রমতটিেন এিাং প্রকাশটনর সমটেও। আিনার সাহ্াযয যথাযথ ভাটি সমােৃত 

হ্টি; আমম আিনাটক সতয তথয মেটত অনুটরাি করটিা।এই অিযেটন আিনার অাংশগ্রহ্ণ শ্রেোকৃত এিাং 

শ্রয শ্রকান শ্রনমতিাচক প্রভাটি আিমন এই অিযেন শ্রথটক মনটজটক প্রতযাহ্ার কটর মনটত িারটিন। 

সাক্ষাতকার মনটত হ্েত ৩০ মমমনটের মত সমে লাগটি এিাং কম সাহ্াটযযর প্রটোজন হ্টি। আিনার যমে 

শ্রকান অনুসন্ধান থাটক তাহ্টল শ্রকান সাংটকাচ ছাড়াই ত্রজজ্ঞাসা করটত িাটরন। 

রামিকা শ্রেষ্ঠা  

মাস্টাস স ইন মরটহ্মিমলটেশন সাটেন্স(মি এইচ মি আই) 

অাংশগ্রহ্নকারীর োক্ষর:                                                                               তামরখ: 

তেন্তকারীর োক্ষর:                                                                                   তামরখ: 
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Appendix II: Information Sheet (English) 

Information sheet 

Namaste, 

I am Radhika Shrestha, student of the Bangladesh Health Professions Institute (BHPI) which is 

the academic institute of the Centre for the Rehabilitation of the Paralysed (CRP), Savar, and 

Dhaka. I am studying M.Sc. in Rehabilitation. In regards to the fulfillment of M.Sc. Degree, it is 

mandatory to conduct a research in final year of study. I request you to participate in the research 

study Musculoskeletal complains among Menopausal women at Musculoskeletal Department 

of CRP. It will be very helpful if you accept my invitation and take part in my study.  

You will be asked few questions about the musculoskeletal symptoms of menopausal women if 

you participate in the study. The research will be directly beneficial for women approaching 

menopause, women in menopausal phase and the caregiver of severely affected women due to 

musculoskeletal symptoms. This research will help to develop appropriate interventions like 

educational strategy, awareness program and health promotional activities which will be helpful 

to you and women experiencing menopausal symptoms. Please try to give truthful answer as much 

as possible and you can also refuse to give answer if you are not comfortable at sharing the 

information. If you have any questions regarding the questionnaire, you can ask it anytime. 

The confidentiality of all records will be highly maintained and all details will be kept on a 

confidential database that is only accessible to me and my supervisor. The identity of you will not 

be disclosed in any presentation or publication without your agreement. If you have any queries 

now regarding this study please feel free to ask. I am accountable to answer all questions regarding 

this study. 

Radhika Shrestha 

M. Sc. in Rehabilitation Science 

BHPI 

Participant’s signature:                                                                                 Date: 

Investigator’s signature:                                                                                Date: 
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Appendix III: Consent Form (Bangla) 

সম্মততপত্র 

েো কটর মনটনাক্ত মিিমৃতগুটলা িড়ুন এিাং টেক মচহ্ন (√) মেন হ্যা াঁ অথিা না এর উিটর এো িলার জনয শ্রয 

আিমন তথযিটির মিষেগুটলা িুঝটত শ্রিটরটছন,আিনার সম্পকৃ্ততা এিাং আিমন Musculoskeletal 

complains among Menopausal women at Musculoskeletal Department of CRP নাটমর গটিষনাটত যুক্ত 

হ্টত রাত্রজ। 

 

1. আমম মনত্রিত করমছ শ্রয,গটিষনার সাটথ সাংযুক্ত তথযিি িুঝটত শ্রিটরমছ অথিা আমার কাটছ িযাখা 

করা হ্টেটছ এিাং আমার সটুযাগ মছল প্রশ্ন করার। 

-----------------------------------------------------হ্যা াঁ/না 

 

2. গটিষনা সম্পমকসত আমার প্রশ্ন গুটলার সটন্তাষজনক উত্তর আমম শ্রিটেমছ। 

-----------------------------------------------------Yes / No 

 

3. আমম িুঝটত শ্রিটরমছ শ্রয এই গটিষনাে আমার অাংশগ্রহ্ন সম্পূণ স শ্রেোকৃত এিাং শ্রযটকান সমে 

শ্রকান কারণ শ্রেখাটনা ছাড়াই আমার সাংযুক্ততা উটিটে মনটত িামর অথিা শ্রয উিাত্ত গ্রহ্ন করা 

হ্টেটছ আমার শ্রথটক শ্রসগটুলা নষ্ট কটর মেটত অনুটরাি করটত িামর। 

----------------------------------------------------- হ্যা াঁ/না 

 

4. সাক্ষাতকাটরর এিাং প্রশ্নিটির তথয শ্রযগুটলা তেন্তকারী গ্রহ্ন কটরটছ শ্রসগুটলা হ্েত িা কম সকতসা 

যাচাই করটত িাটরন।তটি যা ই শ্রহ্াক িুটরা তথয সটি সাচ্চ শ্রগািনীে রাখা হ্টি।সাংগ্রহ্কৃত তটথয 

প্রটিশ করটত আমম তনন্তকারী ও কম সকতসাটক অনুমমত মেত্রে। 

----------------------------------------------------- হ্যা াঁ/না 

 

5.  আমার িয সাি সমে রটেটছ আমার মসদ্ধান্ত ও অাংশগ্রহ্ন মনটত। 

----------------------------------------------------- হ্যা াঁ/না 

 

6. উিটরাক্ত গটিষনাে আমার সাক্ষাতকার শ্রথটক শ্রনটে মিষেগুটলা িযিহ্ার করটত মেটত আমম রাত্রজ। 

----------------------------------------------------- হ্যা াঁ/না 

 

7. উটেমখত গটিষনাে আমম অাংশগ্রহ্টন রাত্রজ 

----------------------------------------------------- হ্যা াঁ/না 

 

অাংশগ্রহ্নকারীর োক্ষর________________________                তামরখ_____________ 

 

তদন্তকারী 

আমম উিটরাক্ত অাংশগ্রহ্ন কারীটক গটিষনা সম্পটকস ভালভাটি িুত্রঝটেমছ এিাং উমন শ্রেোে এটত 

অাংশগ্রহ্টনর ইো শ্রিাষন কটরটছন। 

 

তেন্তকারীর োক্ষর______________________________  তামরখ___________ 
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Appendix IV: Consent Form (English) 

Consent Form 

Please read the following statements and put tick (√) on yes or no to say that you understand the 

content of the information sheet, your involvement, and that you agree to take part in the study 

name Musculoskeletal complains among Menopausal women at Musculoskeletal Department 

of CRP  

I confirm that I have read and understood the information sheet for the study or that it has been 

explained to me and I have had the opportunity to ask questions. 

-----------------------------------------------------Yes / No 

 

1. I have satisfactory answers to my questions regarding with this study. 

-----------------------------------------------------Yes / No 

 

2. I understand that participation in the study is voluntary and that I am free to end my 

involvement at any time, or request that the data collected in the study be destroyed without 

giving a reason. 

-----------------------------------------------------Yes / No 

 

3. Information from interview and questionnaire, those will be collected by the investigator 

might be examined by research supervisor. However, all personal details will be treated as 

highly confidential. I have permitted the investigator and supervisor to access my recorded 

information 

-----------------------------------------------------Yes / No 

 

4.  I have sufficient time to come to my decision about participation. 

-----------------------------------------------------Yes / No 
 

5. I agree for quotations from my interviews to be used in the above study. 

-----------------------------------------------------Yes / No 
 

6. I agree to take part in the above study. 

-----------------------------------------------------Yes / No 

 

 

Participant’s signature________________________                Date_____________ 

 

Investigator 

I have explained the study to the above participant precisely and he/she has indicated a willingness 

to take part. 

Investigator’s signature______________________________  Date___________ 
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Appendix V: Questionnaire 

Questionnaire (প্রশ্নাালীী  Code no((প্রককাড(নাম্বার : _______ 

 Title ( মশটরানাম): Musculoskeletal Complains Among Menopausal Women at 

Musculoskeletal Department of CRP 

  ( মস আর মি এর মাসু্কটলাটস্কটলোল মিভাটগ ঋতুচক্র িন্ধ হ্টে যাওো মমহ্লাটের 

মাসু্কটলাটস্কটলোল অমভটযাগ). 

Part 1 (অাংশ ১): Socio-demographic Information (সামাজিক-জনতাত্রিকতথয) 

1. Age of Participant  (অাংশগ্রহ্ন 

কারীর িেস) 

 

_______ Years  (িছর) 

2. Marital Status  (বিিামহ্ক অিস্থা): 1. Unmarried (অমিিামহ্ত) 

2. Married  ( মিিামহ্ত) 

3. Divorced  (তালাকপ্রাি) 

4. Widowed  ( মিিিা) 

3. Educational level  ( মশক্ষাগত 

শ্রযাগযতা): 

1. Illiterate (অমশমক্ষত)  

2. Primary (প্রাথমমক)  

3. Secondary (মািযমমক)  

4. Higher Secondary (উচ্চমািযমমক)  

5. Graduation (স্না তক) 

6. Post-graduation and above (স্নাতটকাত্তর এিাং 

এর উিটর) 
 

4. Living Situation (থাকার অিস্থা): 
1. With family (িমরিার সাটথ) 

2. Alone (একা) 
 

5. Occupation (শ্রিশা):  

 

1. Housewife (গমৃহ্নী) 

2. Teacher (মশক্ষক) 

3. Farmer (কৃষক) 

4. Retired (অিসরপ্রাি) 

5. Other(Specify) (অনযানয (উটেখ করুন)) 

6. Religion (িম স): 

 

1. Muslim (মসুমলম) 

2. Buddhist (শ্রিৌদ্ধ) 

3. Christian (মিস্টান) 

4. Hindu(মহ্ন্দ)ু 

7. Family structure (িমরিাটরর 

আকার ):  

1. Joint family (শ্রযৌথ িমরিার) 

2. Nuclear family (একক িমরিার) 

8. Monthly Income (মামসক আে):  ______________Taka (োকা) 
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Part 2 (অাংশ ২): Health Related factors ( স্বাস্থ সম্পতকিত তলষয়() 

9. Source of Income (আটের উৎস): 

 

1. Only Husband (শুিুমাি োমী) 

2. Oneself (শুি ুআিমন) 

3. Children (সন্তান) 

4. Other(Specify) (অনযানয (উটেখ করুন) 

10. Do you smoke or take betel leaf? 

(আিমন মক িূমিান কটরন অথিা িান 

খান?) 

1. Yes (হ্যা াঁ)     

2.  No (না) 

11. Do you stay in sunlight every day? 

(আিমন মক প্রমতমেন সূয সাটলাটক 

থাটকন?) 

1. Yes (হ্যা াঁ)     

2.  No (না) 

12. How many hours do you stay in sunlight 

in a week? (সিাটহ্ কত ঘন্টা আিমন 

সূয সাটলাক থাকটিন?) 

 

_______ Hours (ঘন্টা) 

 

13. Are you taking any hormone replacement 

therapy? (আিমন মক শ্রকান িরটনর 

হ্রটমান প্রমতস্থািটনর মচমকৎসা 

মনটেটছন?) 

1. Yes (হ্যা াঁ) 

2. No (না) 

14. Do you take calcium supplementation? 

(আিমন মক কযালমসোম সমু্পরক শ্রনন?) 

1. Yes (হ্যাঁ ) 

2. No (নয) 

15. Height (উচ্চতা): _______ cm (শ্রসমন্টমমোর) 

16. Weight (ওজন): ______kg (শ্রকত্রজ) 

17. What other disease are you suffering 

from except musculoskeletal problem 

(মক অনযানয শ্ররাগ আিমন শ্রথটক ভুগটছন 

মাসু্কটলাটস্কটলোল সমসযা ছাড়া?) 

 

1. Hypertension (উচ্চরক্তচাি) 

2. Diabetes (িাোটিটেস) 

3. Respiratory disease (িক্ষিযামি) 

4. Heart disease (হৃেটরাগ) 

5. Other(Specify) (অনযানয (উটেখ 

করুন)) 

6. Not at all (শ্রমাটেও না) 

18. How often do you exercise in a week? 

(আিমন সিাটহ্ কতিার িযাোম কটরন?) 

  

 

1. Not at all (শ্রমাটেও না) 

2. 1-2 times per week (প্রমত সিাটহ্ ১-২ 

িার) 

3. 3-4 times per week (প্রমত সিাটহ্ ৩-৪ 

িার) 
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Part 3(অংশ ৩): Information about Reproductive Parameter (শ্নজনকনর 

তস্থততমাপক সম্পতকিত তথ্য) 

19. At which age you had first period?  

(আিনার প্রথম ঋতুচক্র হ্টেমছল কত 

িছর িেটস?) 

 

_______ years (িছটর) 

20. At which age you had last period? 

(আিনার সি সটশষ ঋতুচক্র হ্টেমছল 

কত িছর িেটস?) 

 

_______ years (িছটর) 

21. How many children did you give birth 

to? (আিমন কতজন িাচ্চার জন্ম 

মেটেটছন?) 

 

_______ children (সন্তান) 

22. Did you have regular menstruation 

cycle in past 3 months? (গত ৩মাটস 

আিনার মক মনেমমত ঋতুচক্র হ্টেটছ?) 

1. Yes (হ্যা াঁ) 

2. No (না) 

23. If no, which of the following are you 

experiencing? (যমে না হ্টে থাটক 

আিমন মনটচর শ্রকানটের সম্মুখীন 

হ্টেন?) 

   

 

 

  

1. Irregular menstruation cycle in past 3 

months (early perimenopause) (গত 

৩মাটস অমনেমমত ঋতুচক্র (ঋতুঝড়ার 

িূটি স)) 

2. Irregular menstruation cycle in past 12 

months (late perimenopause) (গত 

১২মাটস অমনেমমত ঋতুচক্র ) (শ্রেরীটত 

ঋতুঝড়া)) 

3. No menstrual bleeding in last 12 

months (post-menopause)  (গত ১২ 

মাটস ঋতুচটক্র রক্তিাত হ্েমন 

 (ঋতুঝড়ার িটর) 

24. Did you have any abortion?  (আিনার 

মক কখটনা গভসিাত হ্টেমছল? ) 

 

1. Yes  (হ্যা াঁ) 

2. No  (না) 

 

 

4. More than 4 times per week (প্রমত 

সিাটহ্ ৪ িাটরর শ্রিশী) 
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Part 4 (অংশ ৪) : Musculoskeletal complaint Questionnaire  (মাসু্কটলাটস্কটলোল অমভটযাটগর 

প্রশ্নািলী) 

 

25. Did you experience any musculoskeletal 

pain before menopause? (ঋতুঝড়ার িূটি স 

মক আিমন শ্রকান িরটনর মাসু্কটলাটস্কটলোল 

জাতীে িযাথা শ্রভাগকটরটছন?) 

1. Yes (হ্যাঁ ) 

2. No (নয) 

26. If yes, what musculoskeletal condition did 

you have? (যমে হ্যা াঁ হ্ে, শ্রকান িরটনর 

মাসু্কটলাটস্কটলোল সমসযা আিনার মছল?) 

 

____________________ 

27.   Do you have any kind of trouble such as 

ache, pain, discomfort, numbness in your 

body during last 12 months?  (গত ১২ মাটস 

মক আিনার শরীটর শ্রকান সমসযা হ্টেমছল 

শ্রযমন িযাথা,অেমস্থ,অিশতা? ) 

1. Yes  (হ্যা াঁ) 

2. No  (না) 

28.   If yes, which part of your body is affected? 

 (যমে হ্যা াঁ হ্ে,আিনার শরীটরর শ্রকান অাংশ 

আক্রান্ত হ্টেটছ? ) 

 
 

1. Neck  (ঘাড়) 

2. Shoulder  (কাি) 

3. Upper Back  ( মিি) 

4. Elbow  (কনুই) 

5. Wrist/Hand  (কম//হ্াত) 

6. Low back  (টকামড়) 

7. Hip/ Thigh  ( মনত//উরু) 

8. Knee  (হ্ােু ) 

9. Ankle/Feet  (টগারামল/িাটের িাতা) 

29. If you have neck pain, what is your 

diagnosed musculoskeletal neck condition? 

 (যমে আিনার ঘাটড় িযাথা থাটক,আিনার 

ঘাটড়র অিস্থার মাসু্কটলাটস্কটলোল শ্ররাগ 

মনণ সে মক? ) 

 

1. Cervical Spondylosis (সারভাইকাল 

শ্রপান্ডাইটলামসস) 

2. Postural Neck Pain (অিস্থানগত ঘাটড় 

িযাথা) 

3. Fibromyalgia (োইটরামাইটেলত্রজো) 

4. Other(Specify) (অনযানয (উটেখ করুন)) 
30. If you have shoulder pain, what is your 

diagnosed musculoskeletal Shoulder 

condition?  (যমে আিনার কাটি িযাথা 

থাটক,আিনার কাটির অিস্থার 

মাসু্কটলাটস্কটলোল শ্ররাগ মনণ সে মক? ) 

1. Frozen Shoulder  (টোাটজন শ্রশাাার) 

2. Rotator Cuff Disorder  (টরাটেের কাে 

িযামি) 

3. Fracture/ Dislocation  (হ্াড় ভাাংগা/সটর 

যাওো) 

4. Other(Specify) (অনযানয (উটেখ করুন)) 
31. If you have upper back pain, what is your 

diagnosed musculoskeletal upper back 
1. Fibromyalgia  (োইটরামাইটেলত্রজো) 
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condition?  (যমে আিনার মিটি িযাথা 

থাটক,আিনার মিটির অিস্থার 

মাসু্কটলাটস্কটলোল শ্ররাগ মনণ সে মক? ) 

2. Myofascial Pain (মাইটোোইমসইোল 

িযাথা) 

3. Muscle Strain (মাাংসটিশী শ্রছড়া) 

4. Postural Pain (অিস্থানগত িযাথা) 

5. Other(Specify) (অনযানয (উটেখ করুন)) 
32. If you have elbow pain, what is your 

diagnosed musculoskeletal elbow 

condition?  (যমে আিনার মিটি িযাথা 

থাটক,আিনার মিটির অিস্থার 

মাসু্কটলাটস্কটলোল শ্ররাগ মনণ সে মক? ) 

 

1. Lateral epicondylitis (শ্রলোরাল 

এমিকন্ডাইলাইটেস) 

2. Medial Epicondylitis (মমমিোল 

এমিকন্ডাইলাইটেস ) 

3. Fracture/Dislocation (হ্াড় ভাাংগা/সটর 

যাওো) 

4. Other(Specify) (অনযানয (উটেখ করুন)) 
33. If you have pain in hand/wrist, what is your 

diagnosed musculoskeletal Hand/Wrist 

condition?  (যমে আিনার হ্াত/কম/ শ্রত 

িযাথা থাটক,আিনার হ্াত/কম/র অিস্থার 

মাসু্কটলাটস্কটলোল শ্ররাগ মনণ সে মক? ) 

 

1. Carpal Tunnel Syndrome  (কারিাল 

োটনল মসনড্রম) 

2. De-quervain tenosynovitis  ( মি 

শ্রকাোরটভন শ্রেটনাসাইটনাভাইটেস) 

3. Trigger Finger  ( টগগার মোংগার) 

4. Other(Specify) (অনযানয (উটেখ করুন)) 
34. If you have pain in low back, what is your 

diagnosed musculoskeletal Low Back 

condition?  (যমে আিনার শ্রকামটড়  িযাথা 

থাটক,আিনার শ্রকামটড়র অিস্থার 

মাসু্কটলাটস্কটলোল শ্ররাগ মনণ সে মক? ) 

  

 

1. PLID  ( মি এল আইমি) 

2. Spondylolisthesis 

(শ্রপানিাইটলামলসটথমসস) 

3. Lumbar spondylosis  (লা/ার 

পনিাইটলামসস) 

4. Piriformis Syndrome (মিমরেরমমস 

মসনড্রম) 

5. Sacroilliac joint dysfunction 

 (টসটক্রাইমলোক জটেন্ট মিসোাংশন) 

6. Other(Specify) (অনযানয (উটেখ করুন)) 
35. If you have Hip pain, what is your 

diagnosed musculoskeletal Hip condition? 

 (যমে আিনার মনতট/ িযাথা থাটক,আিনার 

মনতট/র অিস্থার মাসু্কটলাটস্কটলোল শ্ররাগ 

মনণ সে মক? ) 

1. Osteoarthritis  (অমস্টও আর সাইটেস) 

2. Fracture/Dislocation  (হ্াড় ভাাংগা/সটর 

যাওো) 

3. Illiotibial Band Injury (ইমলওটেমিোল 

শ্রিন্ড ইনজমুর) 

4. Other(Specify) (অনযানয (উটেখ করুন)) 
36. If you have knee pain, what is your 

diagnosed musculoskeletal Knee condition? 

 (যমে আিনার হ্া াঁেুটত িযাথা থাটক,আিনার 

হ্া াঁেুর অিস্থার মাসু্কটলাটস্কটলোল শ্ররাগ মনণ সে 

মক? ) 

1. Osteoarthritis (অমস্টও আর সাইটেস) 

2. Ligament Injury (মলগাটমটন্ট আঘাত) 

3. Patellofemoral Pain Syndrome 

(িযাটেটলা-মেটমারাল শ্রিইন মসনড্রম) 

4. Other(Specify) (অনযানয (উটেখ করুন)) 
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37. If you have ankle/foot pain, what is your 

diagnosed musculoskeletal Ankle/Foot 

condition?  (যমে আিনার শ্রগাড়ামল/িাটের 

িাতাে িযাথা থাটক,আিনার 

শ্রগাড়ামল/িাটের িাতার অিস্থার 

মাসু্কটলাটস্কটলোল শ্ররাগ মনণ সে মক? ) 

1. Plantarfascitis (প্লানোর োসাইটেস) 

2. Ankle Sprain  (এাংটকল শ্রইইন) 

3. Fracture (হ্াড় ভাাংগা) 

4. Other(Specify) (অনযানয (উটেখ করুন)) 

 

 
 

38. What others condition are you suffering 

from? (আিমন অনযানয আর মক িরটনর 

সমসযা শ্রভাগ করটছন?) 

1. Urinary Incontinence (প্রসাটির 

অসাংযমতা) 

2. Pelvic organ Prolapse ((শ্রোণীটেশীে 

অাংটগর স্থানচুযমত) 

3. Fecal Incontinence (িােখানার 

অসাংযমতা) 

4. None (না) 

39. What is the pattern of pain?  (িযাথার িরণ 

মক রকম? ) 

1. Symmetrical  (উভেিাটশ) 

2. Asymmetrical  (একিাটশ) 

40. At what time do you have maximum pain? 

 (টকান সমটে আিমন সটি সাচ্চ িযাথা অনুভি 

কটরন? ) 

1. Morning  (সকাটল) 

2. Day  ( মেটন) 

3. Evening  (সন্ধযাে) 

4. Night (রাটত) 

41. What type of pain do you have? (আিনার 

শ্রকান িরটনর িযাথা রটেটছ?) 

1. Continuous(চলমান) 

2. Intermittent(মিরমতসহ্) 

3. Occasional (মাটঝ মাটঝ) 

42. In what words would you best describe your 

symptoms? (শ্রকান শব্দগুটলা আিনার 

লক্ষন গুটলাটক ভাটলাভাটি িণ সনা করটত 

িাটর?) 

1. Swelling (েুটল যাওো) 

2. Stiffness(মস্টেটনস) 

3. Paresthesia(শ্রিটরসটথমশো) 

4. Tingling (মচনমচটন ভাি) 

5. Numbness (অিশ ভাি) 

6. Cramping(ক্রামমিাং) 

7. Contracture(কনগাকচার) 

43. How long have you been suffering from the 

current problem?  (আিমন কতমেন িটর 

িতসমাটনর সমসযাগুটলাটত ভুগটছন? ) 

 

 

1. 1-3 months (১-৩মাস) 

2. 4-6 months (৪-৬মাস) 

3. 7-9 months (৭-৯মাস) 

4. 10-12 months (১০-১২মাস) 

5. More than a year (১িছটরর শ্রিশী) 
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44. How much would you rate your pain that you have had during past week?  (আিনার গত 

সিাটহ্র িযাথা শ্রযো মছল শ্রসো আিমন কতেুকু মনি সারণ করটিন? ) 

 

 

 

 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

                      No pain        Moderate                                                         Severe 

pain                                                                                    

pain 

45. Have you undergone X-ray for this pain? 

(িযাথার জনয আিমন মক এক্স শ্রর 

কমরটেটছন?) 

1. Yes  (হ্যা াঁ) 

2. No  (না) 

46. If yes, what is finding regarding bone 

density in X-ray? (যমে হ্যা াঁ হ্ে, হ্াটড়র 

ঘনটের উির মভমত্ত কটর এক্স শ্রর শ্রত মক 

িাওো মগটেমছল?) 

1. Osteoporosis(অমিওিটরামসস) 

2. Osteopenia(অমিওটিমনো) 

3. Normal(োভামিক) 

47. Have you done Bone Mineral Density test? 

(আিমন মক হ্াড় খমনটজর ঘনটের িরীক্ষা 

কমরটেটছন?) 

1. Yes  (হ্যা াঁ) 

2. No  (না) 

48. If yes, what is the finding? (যমে হ্যা াঁ  হ্টে 

থাটক,মক িাওো মগটেমছল?) 

1. Osteoporosis (অমিওিটরামসস) 

2. Osteopenia (অমিওটিমনো) 

3. Normal (োভামিক) 

49. Have you got any osteoporotic fracture? 

(আিনার মক হ্াড় ক্ষটের জনয হ্াড় 

শ্রভাংটগমছল?) 

1. Yes  (হ্যা াঁ) 

2. No  (না) 

50. What treatment are you taking for your 

musculoskeletal problem?  (আিনার 

মাসু্কটলাটস্কটলোল সমসযার জনয আিমন 

শ্রকান িরটনর মচমকৎসা মনটেন? ) 

1. Medication  (ষষুি) 

2. Physiotherapy  ( মেত্রজওটথরামি) 

3. Other(Specify) (অনযানয (উটেখ করুন)) 

51. How does your pain get relieved? (িযাথা 

শ্রথটক মকভাটি আিমন মুত্রক্ত শ্রিটে থাটকন?)  

1. Rest(মিোম) 

2. Physiotherapy(মেত্রজওটথরামি)  

3. Medication(ষষি) 

4. Other(Specify) (অনযানয (উটেখ করুন)) 
52. Do you experience any sorts of barrier for 

receiving treatment?  ( মচমকৎসা শ্রনিার 

শ্রক্ষটি আিমন শ্রকান িািার সম্মুখীন 

হ্টেটছন? )   

1. Yes  (হ্যা াঁ) 

2. No  (না) 

53. If yes, what sorts of barriers do you 

experience for receiving treatment?  (যমে 

হ্যা াঁ হ্ে,তটি মচমকৎসা শ্রনিার শ্রক্ষটি মক 

িরটনর িািার সম্মুখীন হ্টেটছন? ) 

1. Distance from health facilities (োস্থয 

সুমিিা শ্রথটক েরূে) 

2. Transportation problem  (িমরিহ্ন 

সমসযা) 
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 3. Lack of money (অটথ সর অভাি ) 

4. Communication problem (শ্রযাগাটযাটগর 

সমসযা) 

5. Unsatisfactory service  (অসটন্তাষজনক 

শ্রসিা) 

6. Refusal of decision maker of family 

 (িমরিাটরর মসদ্ধান্ত গ্রহ্নকারীর 

অেীকার) 

7. Other(Specify) (অনযানয (উটেখ করুন)) 

54. How much did the pain interfere with your 

normal work including work inside and 

outside house in past 12 months?  ( মিগত 

১২মাটস ঘটর অথিা িাইটর িযাথাো 

আিনার োভামিক কাটজ কতিার হ্স্তটক্ষি 

কটরটছ? ) 

1. Not at all (ম োটেও নো) 

2. A little bit  (অল্প) 

3. Moderately  (িমরমমতপটি) 

4. Quite a bit  (টিশী মািাে) 

5. Extremely  (অটনক শ্রিশী মািাে) 

55. What level of assistance do you require to 

perform functional activities of daily living 

due to musculoskeletal pain? 

(মাসু্কটলাটস্কটলোল িযাথার েটল প্রমতমেটনর 

কাজ করার জনয আিনার কত মািার 

সাহ্াটযযর প্রটোজন হ্ে?) 

1. Total Assistance (িুটরািুমর সহ্ােতা) 

2. Maximal Assistance (সটি সাচ্চ সহ্ােতা) 

3. Moderate Assistance (মিযিতী সহ্ােতা) 

4. Minimal Assistance (অল্প সহ্ােতা) 

5. Supervision(রক্ষণাটিক্ষণ) 

6. Modified Independence (িমরিমতসত 

োিীন) 

7. Complete Independence (িুটরািুমরভাটি 

োিীন) 

56. How often have you had trouble in sleeping 

because of pain?  (িযাথার কারটণ আিনার 

ঘুটমর কতিার সমসযা হ্টেটছ? ) 

 

1. Not at all (ম োটেও নো) 

2. 1 times per week (সিাটহ্ একিার) 

3. 2-3 times per week (সিাটহ্ ২-৩িার) 

4. 4-5 times per week (সিাটহ্ ৪-৫ িার) 

5. More than 5 times per week (সিাটহ্ ৫ 

িাটরর শ্রিশী) 
57. Have you experienced depressive mood like 

feeling down, sad, lack of thrive, mood 

swings due to the musculoskeletal problem 

that you are facing?  (আিমন মক 

মাসু্কটলাটস্কটলোল সমসযা শ্রযোর সম্মুখীন 

আিমন হ্টেটছন এরজনয মক মনটজটক 

হ্তাশজনক মটন হ্টেটছ, শ্রযমন শ্রছাে মটন 

হ্ওো,েুুঃখী,উন্নতীলাটভর অভাি,টমজাজ 

উিানামা করা? 

1. Not at all (ম োটেও নো) 

2. Mild  (অল্প) 

3. Moderate (িমরমমতপটি) 

4. Severe  (টিশী) 

5. Very Severe  (অটনক শ্রিশী) 
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58. Do you have any comments to say about 

your pain (িযাথা সম্পটকস িলার মত 

আিনার শ্রকান মন্তিয রটেটছ?) 

 

 

___________________________________

________ 

 

 
Thank you for your assistance(আিনার সহ্ােতা করার জনয আিনাটক িনযিাে ). . . . . . . . . . . . 
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Annex VII: Recommendation letter to Physiotherapy department from BHPI 
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Annex VIII: Permission letters for data collection from Department of Physiotherapy, CRP 

 

 


